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THE LEDGER & TIMES

SECTION ONE
Pages 1 to 6
•

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALIA. CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

New Series No.548

To Speak Here

I

E. P. Phillips Account is Settled; Overbey is Named
as Collector

- la receipt of $66 from county
sources. Senator T. 0. Turner, who
sat this county's citota
pled children's relief at $500, today
moved the .closing date for the
campaign up to 'May 15. in order,
he said; to give Calloway county a
reasonable
make a
chance to
showing on its quota.
,Todd county, Turner said, with a
quota of $385.' went over $405
during the first week, and it "has
far less cripples than does Callaway's.
Those who have contributed are:
Mrs. Fay Wall Sledd, W. V. Jetfreey, T. 0. Turner, Jackson Purchase Oil Company. Miss Nadine
Overall, Wallis Key, George Hart,
It. H. }fond, C. L. Sharborough,
J. S. Neal, J. H. Richneond, K. C.
Ftlizee, V. C. Stubblefield, 'E. J.
Beale. H. 111,, McElrath, W. J. Caplinger. H. I. Sledd, J. T. Lovett,
g. Ashcrgp, WA.,Boone. 0. C.
Wells, A. D. Butterworth. and .the
A. U. M.

LL Governor Keen Johnson will
A-G-ENT'S SERVIC-E---HASbe the main speaker at a program
'BEEN WIDELY KNOWN
spons-red by the Mason Memorial
Hospital here on National Hospital
Fiscal
The Calloway County
County high schools in Calloway Day. May 12. S. A. Ruskjer, hosCourt Tuesday reelected J. T.
today and tomorrow will wind up pital manager. said today.
Cochran county agricultural agent
their 1938 spring terms with comLeading Murray citizens who
by. a vote of 5-3.
mencement exercises scheduled for
will precede the Lieutenant-Gov'The vote came after Magistrate
all except Hazel, whose last week ernor in brief talks "during the
J. G. Denham offered the motion
will begin May 23.
celebration are Mayor George Hart,
that the election cf the county
With the exception of Hazel, and Dr. W. H. Mason. Judge* John W.
agent be deferred, but his motion
the two Murray city schuols, all Clopton, Pastor J. Mack Jenkins.
was lost and Magistrate J. W.
county St'W .43i systems heard bac- Sam P. Martin, C. L. Francis, A.
Underwood nominated Cochran for
calaureate sermons preached last V. Havens, Carroll Hubbard. and
the office.
Sunday or Sunday night. At New E. R. Roach; Dr. Herbert Drennon,
'Cochran came to Murray in 1935.
Concord. C. L. Francis, minister and Senator T. 0. Turner.
-Since that time a widespread proof -tire-Church- of Christ- her deThe -program - wilt-- begin at I
gram of soil Management has been
livered the baccalaureate: the Rev. o'clock. when the
Murray high
A. V. Havens, pasto'r of the First school band; under the direction LIEUT. GOV. KEEN JOHNSON developed, and terraces and cover
crops are successfully aiding soil
Christian Church here, spoke at of Everett Crane, will play confertility. Many farmers in Callo-Kirksey fur the third consecutiye cert music until 2 o'clock at, which
way county, long residents here,
• • year; the Rev. B. W Winchester, time the. Murray 'State College 85declare Cochran to be "the best
Baptist minister of Benton. spoke piece band. with William Fox, dicounty agent this area evt'r had".
to the Almu seniors; the Rev. Sam rector, will give a concert rendiAt'present Cochran is taking the
Martin, pastor Lf the First Bap- tion for an hour.
lead In a program designed to obtist Church. here talked to the
prethe
feature,
of
The speaking
tain rural electrification in this, Game Friday. Night Will Begin
Lynn Grove seniors; and Bruce B.
gram will be interspersed by seSoftball Season This Year
Maguire. Presbyterian student pas'assistants Aid county.
Agent's
lections by the band, Ruskjer said.
In addition to the election of
In Murray
tor- here, delivered the Faxon bacDrive
Electrification
Rural
'
The celebration Will conclude about
a county agent, the court Tuesday
calaureate
-.
_Homes
Locating
By
4:30 in the afternoon.
accepted a consideration of $785
Accepting a challenge of the
--- This week's commencement adas complete settlement of the court Murray high school softball team.
Miniature rubber gloves, symthe
Secrettries in the office of Counwill find
dress 'schedule
bolical of the sterile technic used ty Agent' J. T. Cochran were busy expenses of the late Judge E. P. the Young Business Men's Club of
Reverend Mr. Maguire speaking at
•
by modern hospitals, will be dis- this week
Murray will meet the softball ten
will
Hurt
reproducing sectional Phillips.
B.
Max
' New Concord;
.It named County Attorney Wells of the high school in a game playladies at the pro 'Maps from a huge wall-drawing
all
to
tributed
Aline;
at
and
speak at Kirksey
gram, th,e general manager said, of Calloway county, these to be Overbey as the attorney to collect ed Friday night at the high school
. Dr. James H. Richmond, Murray
and nurses will guide visiting used by Fakm Bureau cOmmittee- certain delinquent funds from the diamond.
'College president, will speak at
groups through the hospital. Small men who will survey areas for state- Highway Department in case
Select teams will represent both
Lynn Grove: and County Attorney
colored helicons will be distrib- proposed rural electrifIcate,n 'in such indebtedness on the. part of the business men and the school.
Wells Overley will deliver the
that department did exist. • Over-, West will probably start on the
uted to the children.'
this county.
,
Faxon address.
bey. may take care of the situa- mound for the scholars, with -CriAlthough he plans to have the
yet
not
has
map
TVA
foot
School
4x8
The massive
Hazel High
tion himself, Cr he has the author- der receiving, and Erwin and Patgathering on the beautiful camMurThe
mafurnish
anntunced its program.
ity to name another attorney to terson will be held in reserve for
pus of the hospital. Ruskjer salcj, of the county will
ray Training School will hold its if the day should be rainy or bird tonal for 60 sectional maps, each take care of the situation.
mound duties.
with
commencement in Congruence
Before adjournment, the magiathe entire program will be . trans- of which will contain the location
Perferming for the business men
that of Murray State College, at ferred 'to- the auditorium of Mur- and names of residents of all trates 'allowed their own perdiem.
be such celerities as Post\VIII
homes in the respective area.
which Lieutenant-Governor Keen ray College.
W.
J.
All were present. and Judge
H. T. Waldrop. T. Sledd,
master
Johnson will deliver the comproponafter
The survey ,came
Clopton was in charge. calling the
The celebration is held in conBcody Russell, Tony and Clifton
mencement address and the Rev. junction with President F. D. ents of the rural power move-rriet session.
Thurman, Frank Ryan, Claude
Bruce B. Maguire will give the Rocsevelt's suggestion that Na- here last week at the sequef of
Miller. 0. B. Boone, Thomas Banks.
baccalaureate sermon. .
tional Hospital Day be celebrated. County Agent Cochran and arm
erne Boyd. Prof. F. D. Yancey.
Governor Johnson bureau officials and ,voted to start
At the Murray High School. the
Lieutenant
.1phn Miller, John Trotter, A. B.
commeneement week for which will also appear in Murray in the project Immediately.
4_14111dirt. and others. Proceeds .will
is during the latter part of May, June, when he is scheduled to deAt that time. N. It.-10141..jitealg3--to the high sehoul athletic
e Reverend , Mt. Maguire will liver the commencement address dent of the state farm bureau.
fund.
de er the cvmmencement address at Murray State College.
and W. 0. Parr, district organizer
The tussle will be the first soft.a.rii P. hstasa the
e *ev, 4
and
of the unit, with the aid of englball game' of the current seigun
funerMurray
Churchill.
Ronald
baccalsu 'ate.
, niers from the state, department
here in Murray.
of agriculture, placed the proposi- al director. Thursday became presiclub
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dent
tion before some 100.farmers who
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The women were reported today
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Joe T. Lovett this week was a
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Sims delegate to the state convention of Jesse Johnson, Evansville.
improving.
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ed district governor for this area.
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It will be remembered locally
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CostellO's Death
Shocks Journalists
, __Editors
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Dies in Tennessee
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Sunday at Kirksey
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1 MRS. EPPIE HART
Murray High Students
----Gain - National Honors liDIES TUESDAY AT
HER MURRAY HOME
Death Comes Suddenly to
Aged Kurray Lady in
Early Night

AS MEMBER OF
CHURCH 60 YEARS

. Above airPictured members of the senior class of Murray High
school who this year were named on the National Honor Society. To
gain the national honor roll, a student must excel in scholarship. character, service, and leadership. Last year, in which both juniors and seniors
were chosen, was Murray's first term to be a member of the Society.
Pictured in the top row are,-left to right, Sue Upchurch, John L.
*Roach. and Mary Elizabeth Crass, bottom row, left to right, are .Mac
Coleman. Martha Lou Barber, and Phil Cutchin.

Cooking School Patronage
Is Especially ,Gratifying
•
Audience is Well • Pleased
Ledger & Times to Sponsor 1939 School
The Ledger & Times wishes to
express its appreciation to the
ladies of this community who responded so well 'in attending the
annual tnotitin-i picture
second
edoking Schoc I which wits,,,,neld
under their auspices last Thursday, Friday, and Ssiturday mornings at the Capitol 'Theatre. This
school was entitled. -The Star in
My Kitchen."
From all reports all women who
attended were welt pleased and
consider thee time well spent. The
Ledger & Times hopes to bring
you a bigger and better cooking
school next year.
We had wished that every lady
in the county might have seen it.
Over one thousand were fortunate
enough to get to attend, and we
feel -sure next • year those who
missbd it can come.
Recipes Available Free
There are still some copies of
the printed recipes available at
our office which are free for the
asking to those who .were unable
to get here. These recipes are for
every food that was cooked and
prepared in the picture and listed in the same order as they were
presented on the screen. If you or
your friends did not get one
come in anytime and get yours.
Just another courtesy of the Ledger & Times, Calloway coueity!s
oldest. largest, and best newspaper.
May we further express our deep
Appreciation.• to the management
Capitol
employees 'of the
and
Theatre who assiste7d materially
in the -aecceszsful operation of the
school. ad's) in furnishing the theetre--2and td ._the following local
firms who advertised 'in connection with the school and donated
attendance prizes: :K2.' ,son-Fain
A.ppliance Company. Murrisr.2..."ri!lt
Products Company; Gladys Scott',
Regal Dress Shop; Boone Cleaners;
and the Stokes-Smith Motor Company. And the following national
adVertisers receive our commenctatidn for their cooperation and
Bros. Company;
prizes, Lever
Fruit Dispatch .C7mpany. Quaker
Oats Company., Pillsbilry • Flour
Mills Compaiet the Kraft-Phoe-

-in ritroz
Cheese- Cos inn Ai'
Lipton, Inc., and the Frigidaire
CorpOra hon.
Thursday's winners at the Cooking school include: Oino Rogers.
Rural Route 1, 3-pcund 'can of
Spry: Alma Hargis, Rural Route.
Foley Food Blender; Marelle Stubblefield. Route 5, Gift Box from
the Quaker Oats Company; and
Mrs. Lela CaVitt, Route 2. Gift
Box Of Lux and Rinso and Lifebuoy Soap products. Over 300 attended the first day's sessions.
Friday morning's winners were
Mrs. Humphreys Key, Murray, 3pound can Spry; Cosa Langston.
Hardin , Gift Box of Lux and
Rinso; Mrs. Nannie Waters, Murray, Gift Box of Quaker OA and
Aunt Jemina Pancake Flour: and
Verdean Bogard. Rural Route 2.
won the Foley Food Blender.
Saturday's winners at the cooking school were•Mrs. Irve Brewer._
Murray, won the car wash and
greasing job cffered by the StokesSmith Motor Company:. Mrs. Raymond Parks, Route 4. won the
$1.25 worth of dry-cleaning offered
by the Boone Cleaners; Mrs. 1.ee
Crass of Kirksey 'won the $1 95
house frock offered by Gladys
Scott's Shop: and the following
won a pound of Sunburst Sweet
Crearrr Butter offeeed by the Murray Milk 'Products Company: Mrs.
Otho Winchester. Route 4: Mrs.
William Brittain. City: Rhoda Sue
Mahan,. city; Mrs. R. A. Parks.
city; and ars. Ruth Barrow. city.
Mrs. Cylde Jones, North of the
city, won the 3-pound can of Spry;
Mrs. R. L. Fair won the b.:x of
Rinso and Lux; Mrs. Ira Fox, city.
the Foley Can opener; Mrs. Walter
Hutchens, Route 3, the Foley Food
Mill; and Mrs. Rennie Waters,
city. the gift box offered by the
Quaker Oats Company.
. The following won prizes awarded by the Johnson-Fain Appliance
Company at their store at 2 p. m.
Saturday: Ccra Langston: Hardin.
$'0 credit; Mrs. Rugh Gingles,
$10 credit- and Mrs. Wm.
L. WooliagF4.- Mursay. $10 credit
These credita•...J. to apply on the
purchase qf a new',Frigidaire Refrigerators or ranges "or Electrolux Kerosene Refrigerators. s..Z:hey
awarded .a 6-piece set of rein
rator til-V.es to Mildred Csawford.
Murray.

Mrs. Eppie Michaux Hart, 76, a
prominent - Murray lady who for
80 years had been a member of
the Christian .church. died, suddenly_Tuesday night from heart failure.
C. L. Francis, minister of the
Church of Christ here, conducted
the funeral services- here Wednesday afternoon immediately before
interment in the Murray ceme,
tery.
Mrs. Hart, the mother of prominent cltitens here and elsewhere,
was bern July 5. 1362, near New •
Concord. In 1898, she became e
member of the New Concord
Christian church and In 1920 had
her membership-transferred to the.
Murray church...
Prior to her death. she had been active and well. She lived
alcne in her own home Just north
of Murray. but at the time of her
death Macon Newport, a son from
Florida, and Alden Michaux, a
brother,..Callowayi. were spending
the night with her.
Mrs. Hart is. sur`viYed by two
daughters, Mrs. Joe Boyce and
Mrs. L. L. Veal, both of Murray;
by three sons., H. M. Newport.
Florida. and Richard and Vernon
Hart, Calloway. by two sisters.
Mrs: Alice Manning and .Mrs.
Charity Madrey, Murray: and two
brothers.- Alden and Emmett MiWt, the latter of whom lives
in Paducah.

Allottments For
Cotton Are Ready
Cochran Expects Tobacco Acreage
'Ratings Will Be _Available
Within the Week
The county agent's office today
reported that acreage allottments
for cotton farmers had been received and that cards notifying
individual growers of their specific
allottment were in the mails.
County Agent J. -T.. Cochran said
his office was..,expecting allottments on tobacco• for this county
momentarily. and that such information would be available within the week. The local office will
notify each grower immediately
concerning" the acreage he is allowed.
With 011ie Barnett, soils secretary. and B. W. Edmonds, farm
committee chairman, Cochran is in.
Mayfield today to seek infdrrnation concerning acreage allott-meents for general crops throughout the area.

President Roosevelt •
May Visit Purchase
That
President
D.
Franklin
Roosevelt inay come to Western
Kentucky before August 7 in behalf of the candidacy of Alben
W. Barkley for United States
Senator was forecast today by
Ulric
Bell. Washington
correspondent to the Courier-Journal, in
today's issue of that newspaper.

Barkley Leader
Lists Executive

1

Mrs. Burnett Warterfield Is Lad
Chairman for Barkley
in Campaign

Prank Albert Stubblefield. campaign manager for Barkley in Calloway county, today released his
official county-̀wide organization,
the women of Which- are headed
by Mrs. tiffrLyiscterfieid. former home • demonstratiori''.,ment in
this county and presently astakaelCollege
in g society and clubwoman.
Stubblefield listed his executive
committee as follows: L. L. Veal,
George Hart, T. R. Jones,'Stanley
The Spri,ngfield Development west, north of Olive, and has been I Roberts, Bun Swann, R. H. Thurof
honor
in
Drive,
riarnea Wells
Company, managed by Mr.
man, Luther Robertson. Waylon
Rose, of Springffeld. Tehn., this Dr. R. T. Welts, formerly of Mur- Rayburn. J. W. Clopton. Keys
week purchased a nine acre tract ray.
Futrell, J. M. Marshall, Ed RickLocal offices for the company Man, Devoe Reed, H. I. Sledd. Dr.
of land from J. B Fan-is located
in
205
room
established
been
North
-have
.between
Boulevard
Olive
on
H. H. Stress. Dr. C. li. Jones, Bun13th and 14th streets ,to be sebdi- of the. National Hotel, Mr. Rose nie Farris. and Vester arr.
beeii
expense
has
„no
that
vided and the homesites" sold at states
Miss Mary Betty' Patterson is
Ruction Weditiesday. May fl at 'spared in 'offering and preparing secretary for the Barkley for
this beautiful subdivision for the Senator
10:00 a. m.
correspondence. ' Heads•The new subdivision, under- de- market of home propectors and quarters for the - campaign are on
an
velopment is known as "College investors. Numerous ,prizes will be the second floor of the
Hieghts" and 'consists, of many be offered at the auction'and every- building.
desirable building. sites. Worimen, one is. cordially- invited to attend I
nineof the subdivision.
:
Utah will harvest its first major
are busy this week clearing- and the op
R. - Rose, Bowling, Green. crop of grapes' this autumn. ac=
staking the subdivision preparing Col.
,Commitia,.W. At. Holmes. member
for This great auction of Wednes- Ky.. will place the „lots on the cord:it
sisiess to.. the 1930
h:s
auttion block ...promptly at Id_ of
day.'
Gate International Exposi-'
A new street is hieing °petard nil o'clock Wednesday morning. May Gol
nem'
this subdivision rianniAg 'east and

Subdivision to. Be ai Auction
Wednesdy, May 11'10 O'clock A. M.

11.

•

Create Maximum Imprealion at One Cost by Advertising in the Newspaper
Nearly_ Everybody Reads.

Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon May 5, 1938

COUNTY SCHOOLS Keen Johnson to Speak On COURT REELECTS Fund For Cripples
WIND IIP TERMS Hospital-Program May-1 JQIIN VCOCHRAN Reaches $66 Here
AT CLOSE OF WEEK
AS COUNTY AGENT
Leading Murrayans to Aid Lieutenant Governor in Huge
Hazel High is Only County
Celebration
Institution Whose ComMencement is Deferred

41
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she recently attended at Brownsville, Tenn
There were twenty-five present

PHONE 247, PLEASE

MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Editor

Social. Calendar

daucah.-which has been in session since Monday and which will
last through next Sunday.
Mrs. Max B. Hurt. Murray. is
speaker for the program sessions.
Thç. open invitation includes memberships of the Modern Woodmen
of An1erica, the Woodmen of the
World, the Woodmen's Circles, the
Masonic Order, the Eastern Star,
Oddfellows, Rebeccas, and other
fraternal organizations.
• ••••

were installed at this meeting
were Mrs. Max Hurt. dhairinan;
Mrs. Joe- Baker, vice-chairman;
Miss Lala Cain, secreteu•y; and
Mrs. Orvis Wells. treasurer.
Refreshments were served at
the conclusion of the program, by
the third and sixth grades.
••• • •
- Bridge Club Meets With
Mrs. Ryan

•
- day convention of the Chrilltian
church. and Marvin Fulton, Herbert Farris ..and Clyde Jonas attended a, church banquet Tuesday
evening when the Reverend Woods
of Memphis was the principal

Mrs. Ruble Thurman. Mrs. Chill
Kimbro, Mrs. Ora Lee Elkins, 1St
Leland Elkins. Mrs. Della Elki
Mrs. E. O. Itowlett. Mrs. Hoist,
Parker. Mrs. Willism Kind:iris Mrs
Shelton eanady, Mrs. J. N. Reed
Mrs. Willis Fielder, Mrs: Otis EldIpeaker.
Mrs.'Erie Cunningham. Mr..
•
Cecil Salyer, Mrs. Loyal Hues,
Mrs. Crawford Entertains
Miss Maxine Parker, kiss Edith
W: Crawford was hostess Thompson, Macie Thompson, Mar_ Mrs.
at her home _Widnesday afternoon
several
entertained
shy
when
'th an infcrinal party.
Take HorneLovely refreshments were served
Package of
E.
F.
Mrs.
Duran,
to'Mrs. A. F.
Our
Crawford. Mrs. 0, W. Harrison,
Met;-SC. P. Hutson; Mrs. Mastvisi
.
Fulton: Mrs. Lonnie Shroat; MPSWill Ryan, Mrs. Minnie Rjran,
Mrs. Wallace Key. Mrs. Carroll
Lassiter, Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Mrs.
Oliver, Mrs.. George Baker. Mrs.
Pint
20c
Pint
Mrs,r._
and
Lynn.
Willie
Mrs.
25c
One-Fifth Gal.
Mellen.

Friday, May
Women of Murray and club
Mrs. Foreman Graham. Mrs women of the First 'Congressisnal
Herschel Corn. Mrs. A. B. Austin. district wills be guests of the rolMurray Woman's Club
and Mrs. Herman Doran were led'. and the
events on the campus.
hosts Tuesday evening for the May for iseveral
the address of
meeting of the Delta Department. beginning with
Reynolds at 9:30 a.
of the Murray Woman's Club at Mrs. H. G.
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Mrs. 'Nat Ryan entertained her
the home of Mrs Graham.
afternoon each week.
_Monday. May -9'.
chits at ter - home Wed_bridge
session
busintme
During the
And Pnefesisional Women
- The Matoe Bell Hays Circle of
—
High score prize
afternoon.
nesday
plans were made for a social meet- the Alice Waters Missionary SoPlan Banquet Tonight: Elect _
was presented Mrs. A. F. Yancey.
Officers
ing during the summer.
at
m.
p.
7:30
at
Meet
ciety will
A party plate was served at the
The subject- for the* -evening's the home of Mrs-. Wells OVerhey.
The Business and Professional coneldskin of the game. ,,Guesti
discussion was "Vacations." Mrs,
Vyoman's Club was busy today in were members and Mrs. Frank
Wednesday. May 11
Roy Stewart spoke on "Vacation
preparation for its annual Moth- Albert Stubblefield.
John
will
Poliard
enterMrs.
Children."
M
For
Camps
Mrs.
and
Mason
Lovely plans have been com- Roberts. Mrs R. M.
subject was -Trailer tain the Arts and Crafts Club at er's Day program and banquet
pleted for the meeting to be held Mrs. W H Mason. before going to Whitneirs
which will be presented tonight in Entre Nova Club Meets
and Mrs. Zelna Car- her home at 2:30 p.
Vacations,"
on the college campus Friday. May the tea.
the . Women's Club rooms at the
Wednesday
Na"Yellowstone
discussed
ter
rtionhor
largo
I* is _boned that a
IS. With -the-4.4144s* and uttersy
eopre's saning4 Bank at .:au.
and Points In the
The Bessie and Thimble Club will
Woman's Club as hoists:. Large of _Murray citizenswip_ avail tional Park
Mrs. Vernon Hale was at home
last Thuniday.night.
-'
Meet 0.- 2:30- p. m. -with Mn. Her- - -hi a meeting
delegati,..ns from two:my-five clubs themselves of the opportunity •to Wed.
officers, Wednesday afternoon to the Entre
new
club
elected,
the
served
was
A lovely salad plate
bert Dunn.
in the nest Congressional district bear Mrs. Reynolds. who is one
naming Mrs. Faith Dsran. presi- Nous Club.
outstanding at the conclusion of the program.
this
country's
conversation
and
Needlework
have accepted the 'invitation to of
Mrs. Lois Waterfield, first
dent;
Mrs. Salyer Honored
Mrs. Ben Hood and Mrs. Zelna
made diversion during the afterhear Mrs. Grate Morrison Reyn- women in Peace and Social activiMiss
Katie
Martin,
vice-president;
With Stork Shower
Winner,
to
in
Maydell
-addition
Mrs.
guests
Hill,
were
Carter
Lucille
coneert
splendid
the
and
olds at the chapel program and ties,
second vice-president; Mrs. C. A. noon.
Miller.
members.
Mrs.
college
the
by
given
Friends of Mrs. Cecil Salyer
The hostess served a delicious
remain for other events of the which will be
Hate, secreary; and Miss Erie Keys,
Mrs. Ola Jones. Mrs. Eva Irvin.
orchestra, which ranks among the
honored her Friday itith a stork
ice Course.
day.
treasurer.
Almon Cunningham Has
Mrs. Ida Spencer, Mrs. Rosalie
Guests, in addition to members. shower at the home of her mothAll women of Murray are Invited best in the collegiate musical Mn.
•
All-Day Quilting
Hart. Mrs. Robert Wade, ,Miss
were Mrs. William Woolard and er, Mrs. M C. Geurin.
t9 attend these programs which world.
e Marriage
Schroader-VVhit
On-.
Dorsthy
Miss
Lamb.
Louise
Many lovely and useful gifts
Mrs. Solon Higgins.
are -as isllows:
Is Solemnized
On Friday, April 29. friends and Miss Lurline Orr. Pannie Dunn.
were received by the honoree.
Address---What of Tin. rroy.," Alike Waters Missionary Society
neighbors gathered ati, the hotne Morris. Lamb. John Moore, Odell
Schroeder,
Bell
Zena
Miss
which --Were -greatly appreciated.
Intermediate, Have Picnic of Mrs. Almon Cunningham for an Phillips. Buck Dunn and Mr. and
Mrs. Grace Morrison Res nolds. at , Holds Meeting
daughter 91' Mr. and Mrs. Matt
Dainty-refreshments were served
the auditorium at 9:30 a. m.
all day quilting. Everyone brought Mrs. Asher Dunn.
Schroeder, Alm% and Ralph White,
One of the intermediate groups the guests.
Members of ,the Alice Waters
a • • • •
"Shdss of, attractive gardens and
covered _dish and at the noon
n of' Mr. and Mrs.. Robert White, of the Baptist Training Union enmet at tha hour a delterlus dinner was spread.
Those present-Siete Mrs. M. CI
homes. W. mom 103. liberal -arts Missionary 'Society
Mn. Horace Miller_ Is
yectst_bike_basParia bridge
yisseel. ,were married Saturday
Cesarin, -Mas—Jalt sllturiena.
Methodist, thumb- Tuesday aftens
Those - present were: - Mrs. Fin-- Host To Group
bizirdMgafternoon at the parsonage of the day 'afternoon. A picnic supper Otis Henry. Mrs. Peyttit Thomas,
for. -their regular meeting nie Mobundro, Mrs. Bob Lovins
Concert-Murray State- Cc4lege noon
was serve-ed.
Rev. E. R. Roach in Murray.
chair- and daughter. Mrs. Annie McAshe-raft,
Mrs. Buster - Evans. Mrs. Lumen
g.
Q.
Mrs.
with
entertaitted
Mrs. lithace Miller
Orchestra under the direction of
There were about twenty-three Thompson, Mrs.'Orville Thurman.
Presiding _jiver_ _Hie business Clure aest fishy. Mrs. .Ada Mc- Friday with an all day quilting „Miss Gladys Linn and Buriel
Prof, Price • Doyle-- at 1-30s p.- env man.Sc`brosider's brothisi- of the bride, present. They 'were' aecCmpariiettsession.
Nutt.. Mrs. Ima McNutt. Mrs. E. and a dinner iii honor of hex son,
in the auditorium. followed by a
were the only attendants,
by Mrs. Ralph Churchill and Miss
The program 'was under the Rolfe Mrs. .Amye„ Loving. Mrs. R. C. Miller. on his twelfth birthtea_ at "Oakhurst.' given by Dr.
ab
The couple used the single ring Hazel Tarry.
and Mrs: James H. Richmond and leadership of Miss Alice Waters., Cora Lee McCuiston and grand- day. The quilt was a beautiful ceremony. .:The bride" was gradwho conducted the devetional ex- son: -Key.s: Mrs. -Laverne McCuis- birthday. quilt made. by R. C's
the Woman's Club.
uated from Alms,,High School' in eliristian Church People Attend
after- ton. Met. Agnes Thurman •
friends.
Cars will be parked' in front of ercises. The subject for the
1934: and- the husband attended
Meetings In Paducah
Years
y
Etbel
follows*
"1111.ssecins-Sixt
as
Mrs.
were
Lt;vins,
present
Annie
was'
Those
Mrs.;
noon
visitors
carry
the auditorium to
Hazel high school. The couple
were
CalMrs.
speakers
Mn.
Ruby;
the
Yarbrough.
daughter.
and
and
Cora
Mrs:China,"
Pittman
In
to
Members of the local Christianarid others wise wish to go
will live temporarily at the home
Mrs• Jack Beale. jr.. and. Mrs. Bob Lora .Edmonds and daUghter. June; lie Russell. Mrs. Dollie'Miller, Mrs.
church have attended the meetings
visit gardens at, the hc{mes of Mrs. ._
parents.
groom's
of
the
an Mrs. Orayal Smith.- Mrs. Pocation-. Mollie Collins,. Mrs. Helen DAFIn Paducah- during the past week
James H. Richmond. Mrs. E. B. Gatlin. Miss Waters brought
of •various church organizations.
Hosustoa. Mts. F. E. Crawford. interesting report from the Mem- tas Walker. Mrs. Gladys Blalock CUiston. Mrs. Lucy Rowlett, Mrs.
Meets
Wednesday
which
P-TA
Wilkinconference
Flora
Mrs,
Ellen
Linda:
Mrs.
and daughter.
Eula Smith.
the
following • attended
Mrs. N. P. -Hutson. Mrs. W. Rs phis Missionary,
The
Afternoon'
Laura
and children.
Buchar.sn
son. Mrs. Mable Collins and daughCtinvention
Efideavor
Christian
Mrs.
Nell, Hilda, Peep'. Nanny and ter. Jackie: Mrs. Sula Dodd.
The P-TA met at the High last week-end:yirginia Veal, Billie
Bobbie; Mrs. Dot Boyd and daugh-. Beatrice Dick. Mrs. Sonova Dodd
Wednesday Utley, Henry Fulton, Emma. Sue
auditorium
School
ter. Laverne: Mrs. Annie Boyd and and son. Charles Robert; Mris Opal
with Chairman W. B. Gibson, Cirolyn Johnson. Mary
afternoon
Parker and children, Jean. Janice,
daughter. Eulala
Nee Firmer. James Dale CloPton,
Moser presiding. '
Mrs. Ina Dunn and baby, Mrs. and Dan: Mrs. Audio Mae Nix
The program -opened with The Mac Coleman._Imogene Bailey and
Euva Dun' nand baby. Mrs. Min- ana daughter, Betty Ann.
.
grade singing two of their the Rev. A V. Havens.
dauglis fifth
Mrs. Morris Elkins and.
nie Pit-thieve. Mrs. Voline Roberts
On Saturday Mrs. Marvin Fulton.
under the, dicompositions
own
(
and baby. Mrs. Fay Roberts, Mrs. ter, Mary June; Mrs:. Cora - Miller..
Mrs. Rafe -Jones and Mrs. Arthur
rection of Mi. Crane..
Charity Folwell and daughter, Joy Mrs. Ethel Wilkerson. Mrs. Maggie
Owen brought a re-: Firmer accompanied a group inLeland
Mrs.
Fey; Mrs. Selene Pittman and Russell and baby. Wilda Jaoe: Mrs.
Jackson Moser,
port from the State convention cluding Robert
daughter: Euna Nell; Mrs. •Lottie Rosa Cook. Horace Miller, Firdnk
held recently at Ashland, giving Jane Jones, Joanne Fulton, Jewell
Dick.
Barbara
Ocas
Miller, and
McCuiston and 'children.
Eddie
Many notes of interest to P-TA Dean Allbritten. Gene and
and Jane; Mrs. Estelle CunningAllbritten, Phyllis Farmer. Ann
members.
ham. and children, Juanita 'and Mrs. Dick Entertains With
MinRalph Churchill sang two num- McLean. Hattie Mae Farley.
JoreSta,
Quillidg
Sunshine Of Your nie Jo McCort:I. Evelyn Henry.
"The
bers,
• • •..
Evelyn Oglesby. and Charline AllNlis. Jassie Dick entrained Smile'_!, and -A Cottage Small By
britten.. Joanne Fulton appeared
Mrs. Hutson Gives Dinner
a group of her friends With a a Waterfall."
program • in a reading.
-1 Celebrating -Blitlidais
an
Kaye
'Gra's
Margaret
Miss
T‘esclikY.
home.
her
at
quilting
• Monday. Mrs. Gatlin CloPtOn.
meeting
the
of
report
interesting
'
•
Mrs. N. P.-Hutson was hostess al April 19.
,
Boone. Mrs. Marvin
Wing of the county units which was held Mrs. 0. B.
Thoses attending the
i dinner Sunday at her home on
Fulton. Mrs. W. B. Moser and the
Hazel.
af
'Main street in celebration of the were as f lows:.
New officers for next yeans.who' -Rev- A. V. Havens -attendedr 1
Dick. Mrs.
Mrs.
euehtieth birthday -of her mother.
Give Mother something
Mrs: J. W. Crisp of Alm°. and also Stubblefiel . ?Ars. Lillie Freeland
for herself! She'd love
of the birthday of Ws. Ran Graves Mrs. Lora .Willis and daughters,'
Jearie, Mrs. Pauline
Wanda an
any of these wisp, nen
I of Bardwell.
The rooms were lovely with a Lassiter. Nirs. Ettie Lamb. Mrs.
accessories!
prcfusibn of roses and other spring Tennie Du1scan. Mrs. Willie Belle
'flowers. A delicious menu was Oliver and', jimmy. Mrs. Eunice
Grubbs.
I served at ON. and the .afternoon Grubbs, Frances' and Bobby
Rachel Laissiter. Mabel Lassiter.
I was, spent informally.
Wisehart.
I Those present for this delight- Iva ,Lee Hulson. Berline
ful. occasion were Mrs. J. W. Mrs. Ora Lamb, Jimmy -Lamb.
Hafford and
Crisp. Mr. and Mrs. Cain Crisp. Mrs. Estelle grown.
:qrs. Joe Bishop all of .limo. Mr. Eureta prosin, Mrs. Ada, Ellis.
Wiland Mrs. Thomas Collie and thet- Mrs. Louise Ifay,. Mrs. Annie
Tottp-7
dren. Mary Ellen and Leslie of lis. Mrs. Mar, Wisehart. Mrs.
[AC)
and
Appliqued
Benton: Mr- and Mrs..• Ran Graves McClure.. M s. Elta w.iichester,
types. Pure linen
, f Bardvdell. Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Mary Frances Wipc'aester.
Hand rotted
Mrs. Paoli e Freeland. Mrs.
Crisp and children. Ann. Nancy
and Michael of Union City; Mr. Goeble himmons asid Sue, Mrs.
and Mrs. N. P. Hutson and Dart ,Lera 'Anderson and - Joy Kay. Eva
Lois Lssiter, Mrs. Pauline' Gibson
HutSon.
and
hirley Anne, Mrs. Laurine
Mc, ure.
Honored On Birthday
/'Pete Wisehart and Bernice Wise- l
Mrs. True.0. Se .1 -!.
ihart were dinner guests. AfterW,',1::.
on her bir
noon guests were Mrs. Sarah Parnd ker. Maud Ester, Frances, and
April 27. by her husbar.i
friends with a birthday suppe at Ruby Faye Parker. and Mrs. Madie
Pine Bluff. Attending the part at Salmon. ..,
Pine Bluff were Mrs. Smith. Mr.
c lassie and
Smith.. Miss D. othy AAA
'Truman
S% hite.
pastel,
Abless--Miss . Pauline /44oyner. Invitations Open To Brother And
Chries.i)qwneand GaAs/oh: Dunn.
Sisterhoods To Attend Meet
• . • • •/
Mrs. Lois Waterfield. district
Mrs. Beetle Dunn lintertains
manager of the Woodmerrs Chicle.
With Quilting Pfrty
and -a...day that Murray members
T4irty was recerrtty of vailous lodges were arnong
____A
7 of Mrs. .Berhe lhose -who are invited thS week
given at the homq-Morris Ii,
in Paimplimenting
DthlIrsrIN-sternal W
ROLLINS BLNPEOQI
I.:amb of Crossland.
Each -guest_ brought- a- esvered
dish and a delightful dinner was
in
Full fashioned s'
S1.00
•:
Served-. '
neu gIONIAir
tones _
. Those 'present v.. ••- :yrr
Dunn. Mrs. Clow
Orr. Mrs. Cora
Millers -Mrs. Joe
Mrs. Hobert
Jones. Mrs. Bomar 'Jones. "Mr,
Jethri - Moore. Mrs. -Jim Pasehan
Mrs. Audic -James. Mrs. Ns •
Donn_ Mr.. Eel" Passiirill. *
Deltas Meet With Mrs. Graham

00 ETY

Several hundred To Attend Events
On College Campus Friday

T.

Tasty
Tempting
ICE CREAM

D.

,

35c
65c

Quart
One-Half Gal.

$1.20
•
In Sanitary Factory
Packed Containers
•

Gallon

DAY-NITE
LUNCH
East

Main Street

Lloyd Workman, Owner

-

nnouncement
•

We take pleasure in announcing that we

•

navy have the agency for

REMEMBER

•

McCall Patterns

MOTHER'S
DAY . May 8

You will find the latest styles at our store
•

with these smart
personal gifts!

RYANS

•4

•

N&P‘r

1

Dainty Hankies
25c

0.1 l
\\A

kik

Fabric Gloves

S1("1

Sheer Hose

Remember

•
ORM CO,

Wallpaper and Paint
1-f:141quaiters

•

If she's the smart young mother of
thirty or if she's a little old lady in
whether you call hew mamma,
lace
send her
or mater she's your MOTHER. Don't forget her on her day, MOTHER'S DAY. Give her or
knowing
her
of
eyes
sparkle,
joy
Pitr
seeing
face
glow
with
the
some little gift or remohnbrance ... enjoy
you haven't forgotten!

New Bags

Cool summer Gowns A
Lingerie. sJinilairstors -and
Thillipine emgreidered.

V1 actulhie s,hiie and
bags
arthersll.*lPaleti
nu1A•eity
'
"
"
,
and sieed beads'

sli 4.50, $1.95
'In 1-tat-s!,trne

!loxes

GLADYS SCOTT'S
EAST SIDE COURT SQUARF,

.1

•

ri•

I

s it • I, s•fr-

Your
Mother ..

•

r

... A Beautiful Modern
For Mother.
Permanent-Wave
appr., isle

e ,a ill
If she s ilting, middle aged' or nyer
ss alp snuert
a gilj of wimp trashy aid. Let her boast a Ihnirdrt
ne
as We keels' as flattrrine as a Paris- otiginal, Ever) wave
give lis.nlanned hie its N rarer.
Ts
P41(1N+ 402
, FOR ,1PPOINIIIIA

MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
•

• I s) ,•

_at

our friends mothers—For the
This message is published in the interest of
benefit of your children and grandchildren, We urge you to be as saving as Your
Mother and START A SYSTEMATIC SAVINGS ACCOUNT with regular deposits.

K
BAN
.4.
SAM
ESOPL
.PE
-t
-;74

I. ,

4•11'

•ss..•

sts-

-

r

•P
4

4
...4•1•4

..04.11.
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a. Mrs. eharlie
ee Elkins, Mrs
Della Elkin•tt. Mrs. •ktui•
n Kimbrn,
rs. J. N. Re,.
Mrs. Otis Eldnningham. Mi
Loyal Ittl
er. Miss
tamp/ion, Mar-

tha Mae Thurman. Joyce E. Sal-1 Mr. and Mrs. Clay Frizaell and.
children, _edary Frances and H. L;
yer, Charles Thurman.
Those sending gifts were Mrs. Lomax Lee Housden, Mrs. li. A.
Floyd MeCage, Mrs. Deter Stew- Jones.
art, Mrs. Lloyd Parker, Mrs. Tim
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Lockhart
Steele, Mrs. Eliza' Salyer, Mrs. and daughter, Muteene; Mr. and
Grady Smith. Mrs. Ira Douglas, Mrs. James Parker and Gene and
Mrs. Hob Johnson, Miss Orlena Shirley; Mr. and Mrs. Noble McGeurin. Mrs. Lowell Steele, Mrs. Callon and son, Billie; Mrs. Rune
Robert McCage, Mrs. George Mor- Houser and son, Jewell Edward:
gan, Mrs.. Culliet Steele. Miss Ocie Mr. and •Mrs. Lois Reid; Mr. and
Allen.
Crouse, Mrs. Sam
Mrs.
Kelley, ,Mrs. Warfield.
Mrs. Housden's Birthday,
Mrs. Nell DratTen and grandson, Junior; Ernest Smith, Mr. and
Is Celebrated
Mrs. Raymond Palmer and son.
On Sunday. •May-- t retattves- Edward; Mr. and Mrs: -0aut
and friends gathered at the home chall, Mr. and Mrs. Parker Harof Mrs. N. A. Housden and cele- rell and son, Pat; Mr. and Mrs.
brated her 88th birthday,
Fred. Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Jess
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Cunningham, Mrs. Weslie ShOton.
Thomas and children. Harry, Reva. Mrs. Nancy Harrell.
Ruth and Anna Sue; Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Suiter, Ovid, Rubye. Clara
Department Of Worftan's
and Lillian; Mr. and Mrs. Opal Garden
Club Meets
RA!, Gen --rid Ch..ic

pstelle

•

EAM
10c.
25,
35c
65c
.. $1.20
Factory
ntainers

•

• •

TN!, Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its regular May meeting at the Rainey
T. Wells Lodge on the Tennessee
River. Friday, April 29. At 12
o'clock a bountiful picnic lunch
was enjoyed.
After lunch a short business session was held on the porch of the
lodge by Mrs. E. B. Houston, deCommittees
partment chairman.
were appointed to assist with the
Club Day program to be held Friday. May 8.
The program for the afternoon
was an informal field trip with
the fillowing guides: tree study.

Dr. Henry Johnson
Announces the Opening
of His Office Here in
Murray
Gatlin Building

ilTE
CH

4

Phone 498
Hours:
8 to 11 a. m., 1 to 4 p.m.

Street
Ian, Owner

MAKE YOUR GIFT

0,0

ent

that we

GaQ"
%O
^`A

.0
91.C4 0
CAP"°..‘d"61104. %S
101100 ge

A gift of jewelry—
lasting and beautiful gift—
will express your sentiments
as could nothing else! You'll
find many a helpful hint in
our wide and varied array of
appropriate gifts. See our
complole selcction.
a

us
ur store

1 'ase
Pied. 4• • "eaWeaml'°5
eign000IOU14:
oluEs.

Beware of the Moth!
Send Us Your

WINTER

Murray Route 5

The first day of May, first day
of the week, and first day of the
month—sure was a beautiful day.
Made every one want to go to
church and to' visit.
We had a much needed shower
last Friday night and Saturday
morning.
`
Bugs and cut worms are sure
working hard these cool days and
nights ruining our gardens and
plant beds.
A few farmers in' this section
set tobacco Saturday.
is nifir so well.
-Utiville
Hardy Wilson Is still feeling inMurray Couple Wed
disposed 'after having his •treeth
In Mayfield
ex_lractecL.- _ Mrs, Elbert MCKinney
Mrs. Muncie
:very ill.
remains
Mae
WHITE.
Guy Steely and Miss
latter. Sunday.
Paschall, of Murray. were married Osbron visited the
Misses Louisa tOsbron and LotSaturday afternoon by the Rev.
2l'alled on Miss Violet
B. M Carman in the office of the tie Hrirmon
Black. Sunday. Miss Black is still
postmaster at the Mayfield post
enatines t.s her ised.u lee
Mrs. George Linville is still having trouble with her eyes.
Magazine Club Hears Mrs. Hall
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Jack Beale, Jr.. opened hp* Elbert McKinney was buried sat
home for the regular meeting of New Providence Monday afterthe Magazine Club en Thursday. noon, May,2. ,Mr. McKinney's sis'ter has been keeping the lay since
April 28.
Following the business, which his mother has been ill. The famwas transacted with Mrs. Ben B. ily has our sympathy. We certainKeys presiding, the guest speaker. ly hope Mrs. McKinney is soon
Mrs. Mary Ea Mecoy Hall was restored to her usual good health.
Miss Amy Osbron of Murray
presented with artistic perception
visited Mr. and Mrs. Conn Lynn,.
she reviewed the highlight!
"The Arts" by Van Loon. corn.- over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Linville
menting also on Van Loon's unique
-• .visitea Mr. and Mrs. D..L. Jackmanner of discussion.
A pretty party plate was served son and family Saturday _ night i
and attended church services at
the members and visitors..
Mt.' Zion, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Hicks visitMrs. Farmer Is Club Hostess
ed Mr. and Mrs. Earl' Stnrn and
Mrs. Jack Farmer was at home family, Sunday afternoon.
to her bridge club Saturday after- _Mr. and Mrs., Luther Grubbs.'
noon. Prize for high score Was Mn. and Mrs. _Laither 'Freeland
won by Mrs. Wells Purdom.
visited Mr.'and ffIrs. Leonard Wilwas son and other friends Sunday
A delicious salad plate
served at the conclusion of the afternoon.
game. - Guests included members
Mr: and Mrs.' Edgar Adams and
and the following visitors: Mrs. son, William. Mr. and Mrs..'Roy
Nat Ryan. Jr., Mrs. Ben Davis, Adama report a very nice trip to
Iffimpas Mills, Tenn.. Sunday. and
and' MrS. Nat Ryan Hughes.
were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Williams and family.' They
Mrs. Harlin IS -Club Hostess
Mrs. L. J. Hortin entertained the also visited Fort Donelson. the
Thursday morning bridge club at National, Park at Dover, Tenn.,
and
Layayette, Cadiz. Canton
her home last week.
score was "Across the Cumberland River."
.Club prize for
Mrs. Thula Buchanan, Mrs. Naawarded Mrs. Wells Purdom and
visitors _prize Mrs. Zetna Carter. omi Buchanan and baby Patsy
Jo, and Dot 'Linville were dinner
guests of Mn, arfr Mrs. J. ,• L.
Mrs. Farmer Entertains
.
Grubbs. Friday.
Service Circle
Miss Sue Linville was the weekThe Sarvice- Circle of the First end guest cf Mr. and Mrs. G. C.
Christian Church met with Mrs. Salmon of Buchanan. Term. She
Jack Farmer at her home Tuesday also visited Mr. and Mrs. Ann
•Giles and family of Springville,
afternoon.
The devotional --ea,ercises Were Tenn., Sunday.
We hear a Mr. and Mrs. Nanney
conducted by Mrs. W. J. - Gibson.
Miss Clotile Pool was awarded have purchased the..BiIlie Cannon
farm. ' We are getting -a Int of
the Service Circle gift.
Dainty refreshments were served new neighbors.
Mrs. Dora Edmonds and daughto about sikteen members.
•• •• •
ter. June, visited Mrs. J. N. Johnson Monday afternoon..
Woman's Club Will Not hold
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
May Buitness Meeting
T. A. Linville Sunday were Mr.
Tthe Murray Woman's Club will and Mrs. Bernice Grogan. Mr. and
not hold the regular May business Mrs. Georgee Linville.
Aftermeeting as originally planned. In- neon callers were Mr. and Mrs.
stead there will be a summer busi- Berry Winchester. Mr. and Mrs. C.
ness meeting, the date to be an- B. Buchanan and Patsy Jo, Mrii,
nounced later, at which time fur- Joe Buchanan and Dot
ther plans for a club house will
Dot Linville was Sunday dinner
be discusset1.- It is hoped• that guest of Mary Sue Miller.
members who have made pledges
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Miller were
to the building fund will . have dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
them in at this meeting.
W.,Simmons.
-Mrs. Lida Linville and daughspent Wednesday
ter,. Frances,
Little Jo Ann Thornton Is
with Mrs. George Linville and
illonored With Birthday Party
daughters. Sue'andDot.
Her mother, Mrs. Joseph ThornNorma Sue Simmons is well of
ton, and Mrs. Edmond Kimbro nettle rash.
ThornAnn
Jo
Miss
Little
honored
Alf, your letter surely was inton with a birthday party Satur- teresting last week.
chSleiretispent
day. April 30. The
Mr. and •Mrs: Clovis Grubbs and
the afternoon in playing games .Elwyn Freeland. motored to Tenand contests.
nessee Sunday afternoon and visitAfter the gifts were presented ed old neighbcrs and friends.
to the.., honoree, delicious refreshPoop-Deck-Papps.•
meents of cookies and ice cream
were seryed.
Those present were Sarah Frances Outland, Geneva Gray Outland.— 'Debris Anderson. Hazel
Gene Proffit, Martha Sue OutMae
land. Oneda Outland. Ola
Hutchens. Annie Fay Hutchens,
Fred Gardner. James Hutchens.
Wayne Stalls, Patricia Ann Kimbro. and Jo Ann Thornton, 'Mrs.
• Hill Gardner, Mrs. jierman Out:mat Mrs. Bertha Anderson, Mrs:
wave' outland. Mrs. Jewell To thy Friends and Patrons:
Hutchens. Mrs. Ernest Stalls, Ms's. I shall run NO roadhouse as
Edmond Kimbro and Mrs. Joseph
the term is commonly known
Thornton.
—To keep my .place open, I

FINAL CLOSE-OUT SALE
ALL SPRING COATS!
itri On Your
Coat
70

Save 33:lo 50

GROUP NO. 2

to be Cleaned and
Pressed
and returned to you
SEALED IN A MOTH-PROOF BAG
Free of Charge
They will be protlq:ted from all moths throughout the summer. Sehd them in this week before it
gets hotter and moths start their dirty work.
WE SPECIALIZE IN THE CLEANING OF RUGS
OF ALL SIZES, CURTAINS and DRAPES

Boone Cleaners

SIZES
ALL
KINDS

Ladies' Summer

HATS
Bright straws, stunning felts, all shapes
and styles, all head
sizes. '

$1.88
Cool! Crisp! Chic!
New Sheer Dresses
Cool, crisp, delightful sheers—a blessing for hot
Summer days! Sheers to keep you enviously chic
all through Summer—sheers you'd expect to pay
much more for! Beautifully styled with soft flattering bodices, slim waists, pleated or gored skirts.
Softly tailored and dressy sheer, enlivened
-with crisp flower and lingerie trims. Sizes for
misses and women. Come in and choose two
or more frocks today!

"Adorable" Frocks
In a very wide range of beautiful styles

441.

98

FloraIs!
Polka Dots!
Dark Sheers!
Soft Pastels!

1111•11•01.

PlySte 234

Others at

$1.98
Here's Where the
Men Shine!

Sailors, Bankos, Waterproof Novelty
Straws

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledge?
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

98c
Others up to

More than 4.000 locust seedlings
I were planted on .a creek bed adjoining Clarence Middleton's Harlan county farm to stop erosion.

had to appliy for Roadhouse
license through Kentucky
law. But my business will
remain as it has been:

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Take notice that'-.1. W. Hutchens
did on the: 3rd day of, May. 1938.
file in the office of the Clerk of
Calloway County Court his application ,for a pernait to operate a,
Road Hottse in Callowity Chunty.
cutstd.e the 'City Limits of Murray.
Kentucky. All persons whey...desire
to protest the Issuanee of such
permit are advised jo contact
Wells Overbey. County Attorney.
Calloivay County. before the next
County Court Day. May 23. 1938.
And all individuals have a- lawful
right to protest the issuance of
said permit.
Signed—Mary Riissell Williams.

Nothing could be nicer nor more appreciated than •
a good permanent.
.
.
We also give Machineless Waves
sit all prices

Make Your Mother Happy on
MOTHER'S DAYt
•
Phone 281 for Appointment With

BEAUTY SHOP
MURRAY —Operators—
T'E
Hal Long
Blakely.
-Rubye
Mile

THOUSANDS OF PAIRS OF
MEN'S HIGH GRADE

$1.49

Sizes 29 to 42

MEN'S DRESS
White, black, smoke, soft soles and A 9c
first-step stitchdowns. Sizes 0 to 4's 'I

89c
STURDY SHOES

For growing fleet:. Styles for
boys and girls. Blacks, whites
And tans—Straps, Oxfords,
Sandals.

NOTICE

Who Doesn't Look Her Age!

SLACKS
Pre-shrunk fabrics, woven-in patterns, tailored appearance.

980)1.49

•
' Hutchen's Barbecue

IT'S A WISE MOTHER

WASHABLE

SUMMER PANTS

NOTICE!

• cLEAN and WHOLESOME

sen4 her,
f knowing

Includes
All the
Better
Spring
Coats
in Store

ALL

r

• COATS
•SUITS
• DRESSES
• ACCESSORIES

WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER
South Side Court Square-

Leslie Pogue; Dower study, Dr.
Liza Spann; insect life study, Prof.
W. B. Moser. The trip was climaxed by tired women climbing
the steep bluff with arm loads of
ferns, lilies, trillium and othtr
plants.
Nineteen members and the following guests were present, Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Pogue, Mr. W.
B. !doter, Miss Vivian Sue Havens
and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett who so
raciously extended the invitation
for the club to meet at their camp.
Mrs. Carmon Graham. Mrs. Wells
Overbey and Mrs. L. J. Martin
were _hosts tor the meeting- -

98c
Harvest Straws

SHOES
Genuine calfskin Ftnek, GOOdreari •
welt sole. Black, tan, white; ty/s4
tone grey and tan combrhatIoliii.-•..

$2.98
Others at

MEN' WOMEN and
CHILDREN

$1.98

10c, I5c, 25c

5

•

Clerk Calloway e-ccunty Court
2.4.1114. ••!..

I• r

a

_
,

.„ .

s

• is

•

miamkomarnowlimmummismal$W
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ago. At t
ming hole is going to took mighty county several years
-others better luck next tirna,
He will be ac-.,1
••• ••
ensuing year. Dr. O. C Wells, of early next week.
still maybe ybu will time, she was Miss Vera Swor.
Better
good.
by his .parents. Mr.'
of acqua
Murray. was among five Western
If everyone paid their taxes and want a new one-a '38 streamlined had a wide number
Denny Hiltbard. ef Shady .
Kentucky member physicians who .in Mrs.
bills as easy as they place two model. Murray merchants have ances.
days.
trip
will
10
last
The
By John
attended. The rest were irom Sou- Grove.
dollars an the nose, business would them-for Sam and Sal-and LitMr. Hubbard plans to leave Reefthern Illinois.
boom.
tle Laddie.
Washnond 'Thursday night foe
Miss Katherine Whitnell. PrinceYou hear women talking about
he will stay
where
C..
D.
,ngton.
Day
one
Saturday-the
Derby
moIt's
only
-it
is
to reduce-but did you
taxes
of
speaking
ton. went Sunday with her
And
wanting
Capitol city until . Tuesday I day- -that brings the good old Corn,here. She n the
Whitnell,
skinny women pictured
L.
a
one
who
holds
Mrs.
every
see
right
ther,
that
ever
damer at Vk litot-ti s. They returned
Mrs, Morgan Roberts and
monwealth of Kentucky before the political job should pay income modeling a bathing suit ... MayStall- of next week.
Atha
Itliss
guest
•
het
as
had
daughter. Charlotte, of Lincoln to Akron Sunday morning.
Dinner guests cf Mr. and Mrs. eyes of the world.
•
Princeton.
taxes tod. We agree with Roose- be it's not so had to be plump
Miss Louise Pratt, TVA secre- ings, also of
Mrs.
Easley Sunday, May 1.
Park. Mich.... are viaiting
I.uther
Sunspent
'
:Sr.,
velt an that point.
Stubblefield
after all.
V. C.
.
Offide
Acquisition
Land
the
in
tary
this
family
and
Easley
J.
iller
. deady
were Mr. and Mrs. E.
Horse racing is: the 'sport of
day in Memphis. Tenn., visiting his
her
with
week-end
spent
the
here,
week.
and daughter, Ruth: Mr. and Mrs. Commoner and Kings „
•
aster.
Because a man works for the
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Smith. parents in Princeton.
• ••••
C T. Wright and sun. Harold B.:
had
who
government, why should he be exGrogan,
..William.
Mrs.
Sikeston. Mo.. were 1,r. Murray
sat and Mrs, Bup tax are the
Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Townley and
a
There will be
lot al "also-rans"
Federal income tax and
the interest of the real estate busi- parents of a .baby girl born Sun- been visiting here and in Wingt. ital. George Edward of Buchanan. about 530 p. m. Saturday. There empt from
his neighbor not, who earns his by
-then--a
Afternoon visitors_in
ness during --f&,7- past weelt7
day at - Hazel. The child weigh
are --also raps- in every line of the -sweat
- brow?
•
Saturday to her home'in Vicks home were the Reverend Garvin
Mrs. Violet Morgan and S.TI, 10 pounds.
business, in every sport and in
Mrs. E. S. James. Lynn Grove, is berg. Miss.
Brace. of Karnak. Ill.; were sightCurd of Buchanan. Tenn.
every human endeavor where there
Wouklret it be a better' bet to
Mr and Mrs. James P. Phelps
Boone Hill, president of the
seeing visitors in Marrav-- Sunday. improving from a prolonged illMrs. Nettie Weatherly has been is competition.
place 'that two dollars that you purchased this week the location
GrowTobacco
Fired
Dark
Western
as also were My. and Mrs. Basil ness.
.
Betty_
Ill for the past week at the home
migh,t, bet on the Derby in the formerly owned by Don Dumas on
Jane Adams. daugh- ers Association, was a caller i of her son. Harry Jenkins, and
Little
Utley. of Camderifemi.
And politics produces a lot of Kentucky Crippled Children's Hos- West Main Street near the NationGrove.
Lynn
.,Ncrarns,
inarne
Monday.
Murray
Mr. and. Mrs., W. E. Davidson. ter of
Mrs. Jenkins pn the Hazel Roads 'also-rans."
pital Fund? You might lose on the al Hotel and will convert it into
Joe and Hilda Willis, Paducah,
Camden, Telma parents of Willard fell from a harrow early this week
Mr2 and Mrs. C. D. Vinson
• •.• • •
h
race, and two dollars in the an ice-cream conservatory, they
horse
the big day of the year
Mr.
daughter Virginia, elf
- -.Davidson. National Hotel .man- and received painful lacerations were the week end guests of
-licsisr-gginer
the% Queen front dawn 4.4a
tnhre.
.
rs. Wa-irelroema erl
and
.
.
ager. v;sitecl their seri -here - evef about 416
.
renoBluff. were ,shappini in Y urray . . if spoils are put to the bene- find a new life.
royally
Treat her
The entire shop has been
Me. and M•rs. Ralph -Penn, MarMr. and Mrs. 0. L. Paschall were and Paducah Monday.
out to dinner at The Natio,
the week-end Accompanying them
• • • ••
Phelps will drastall
fit of mankind the spoils system
vated, and
in
Murwere
visitors
SatTenn..
business
tin,
Hotel.
on
Tenn.,
Jackson,
Webb,
Paris,
Robert
in
Mrs.
were
Mrs. Joe Walsh and Miss Musette might not be so bad.
By the way. Calloway county is equipment for the making of his
urday. .
Miss., and Mrs. W. P. Davidson, ray Sunday.
•••••
He will handle
of St. Louis, Mo., are
SPECIAL SUNDAY DINES
ice-cream.
Marshall
It
goal.
$434
its
behind
be
to
own
said
Mrs. John W. Carr and Miss visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
$1
of Camden.
Mr. and airs. Bradburn
TWO for
Recession will be a thing of the is our understanding that only $66 soft drinks and candies.
the
attended
Snook
'Brent Atkine and small daugh- Mrs. Luther Jackson, and Mrs. Suzanne
A. J. Marshall, and sisters, Mrs. past Saturday . . . Enmities will has been subscribed so far. Let's
Phelps formerly was a storeEVENING
AND
NOON
last
AALIW
of the
ter, Erma Jean. visited the child's Ethel Bowden were motorists in state meeting
011ie Workman and Mrs. Jesse be forgotten, all minds will be on du our bit for the fellow-kiddies. keeper 111--flowling Green, Ky., but
mother. Edna Atkins. and the Memphis Sunday afternoon, visit- 'week-end in Louisville.
the thoroughbreds-till the winner Every dime counts.
Crouse and their families.
his wife is a native of this counreturned
has
••• • •
child's grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. ing Mrs. Jackson's husband at trie - James Cunningham
is
who
announced.
Murray
ty. She is the daughter of Mr.
from
inope
Among
Davidson, Manager
Mrs. to his home. in Detroit' after a visit
Herman McGregor „near__ Benton Baptist hosprtal there and
Mrs. Zollie Swor, of Hazel,
Kenlast
of
of
out
and
lust
the
moth
University
Better
the
attended
aunt. Mr. and
Bowden's.daughters Mrs. _Boyd Nor- with his uncle and.
school in both the'
Sunday.
taught
Paducah
and
Thousands
will
hot
have
this
dinner
suit-if
swimming
alumni
changed
year's
tucky
Hale, and other relapart of the I
N. 7Keinti .ap automobile deal- man. both of whom are recovering Mrs. Charlie
last Wednesday night were -Mr. hands----some smiling--- somegloomy weather continues the ole swim- eastern and western
er and G;C. :Andersop ,insOrance f
- riaillnesses. Others. from Mur- tives.
Mrs.
Ordway,
Preston
and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sharborough Joe Lovett, Miss Alice Keys, Miss
agent. Akron. 0.. spent tree- wed2ke ray to call on Mr. aJukson and Mrs.
end in Murray at the home-.of Norman wei 2 Mr. and Mrs. Autrey were week-end guests of rela- Marelle Johnson, Mrs. Cleo Gillis
Mr. and Mrs.- Treeman - Wilford. Farmer, who also called on M. T. tives in Livingston,',Ala.
Hester, Miss Suzanne, Snook, Mr.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr... and Mrs.- E.- B. lienietnn._ Mr_ and
They Jaw_ after Mr. Anderson's Mnrr,c, annther conVa4r.ernt front
had as her - 'guest last Weeie.nd Mrs. Fred Gingles and Carlisle
we. who-hat_serne here several Murray. -Polly -Townsend_ ef... Hickman.
weeks. aeste-veltWie-- bee- latlistra
Cutehin.'
-James
'are
Fred.
Mr.
andMrs..
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson arid
T. Wilford.!had direct. ,She is
meek
in
7
diy
1-.`this
spending-,a..few
Miss Evelyn Slater of the
the
spent
Milburn
of
son
little'
= of 'Pi-T.-et:lin :Witraiet
!
sieteMemphis uliere• the former- will week-end with Mn. Lula Risen- lege faculty: iS spending this week
and .Anderson ate breakfast an
at her home in Covington, Ky..
a specialist in regard to his hoover.
consult
o'clok,k ale
Akron Friday
health which recently he believes ..Mrs-Cresseee-Mart,..Mre, Q. B. where she will undergo a minor'
operation.
has been failing.
Scott, _ Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, jr..
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Meleen and
I Mrs, Eddy Swadlier. who-apeitt and-Mrs. H. I. Sledd . spent Monseveral days last week with het. day . in Hopkinsville with Mrs. Miss Luta Thornton spent Sunday with relative in Dyer. Tenn.
husband, and. her daughter. Vivian Ira D. Smith.
•
Mrs. Ray Schmidt of Streator.
Sue Bell, in Detroit, returned to
and Mrs. C. A. Bishop are
Mr..
Liaof CenFire, Wilidstcrrm, Auto''
I Murray ea,rly ahis week with Mid. the guests of their son, - James Ill.. Mrs. Adrian McKee
Will F,u1bility, Compensation,
Whet. spent the same Bishop, and family, in Mobile. trill City, Ill.. and Mrs.
Layrrion
ton of Owensboro were in Murray
Health and
period with her 'sister. Mrs. F. M. Ala.on business.
Accident
Mr. and Mrs, Will Moore Beale Tuesday
White, kn Hazel Park, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs_ Preston Ordway
The central chapter cf the Amer- wilLspend Friday night with Mrs. visited his parents in Kuttawa
Lula
ican
lean Academy of Optometrists. Jack Beale. Jr.. and Miss.
Sat- over, the .week-end.
of select West Kentucky Clayten Beale, and will leave
MiSs Caroline Withers. of Horse
Washington. D. C., where
for
urday
practitioners,
Illinois
.
and
Southern
•WE WRITE. BONDS
• Cave. Ky.. is visiting this week'
days.
ten
spend
will
they
for,
end
met in Paducah this Week
home of Mr. and Mrs. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Aulton Wearren at the-,
Phone 159,—Murray, Ky. a discussion of -policy during the'
Carr on North Sixteenth street.
._ are the parents of a baby boy.,
Mrs. John Jones is spending a
a weighing 8 pounds and .threethis week with her
`•.urths ounces, born at the Mason few days
West
Wesden,sday. daughter. Mrs. Ed West, Mr.
'.1eMorial Hospital.
..
kpril 27. He has been named Wm. and daughter.
Miss
Kelso and
Miss Willie
• ',anon. .
Kathleen Caldwell, both of Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C. Simmons.
Grove and both county agricul:i3zel. Are the parents of a son.
tdral employees here, spent* the
:. eight eight pounds and onein,. Nashville, Tenn..
week-end
' ,urtri onunces, born at the Mason
where they visited the Grand '01.
• ,spital Friday, April -29. The, inOpry at Wsm, viewed the Par. ,nt has been named • William
thenon 'and the Grande 13,sule:,:ooks.
verde, and took snapshots of the
and
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Wear
capital's rich diversity
Tennessee
• ,ughter. Nancy - Brooks, visited
of beauty spots.
latives in Fulton last week-end.
Mr. and Mis. Cletus Dodd anMr.' anti istr,s. anse 3tarks of nounce the arrival of a baby boy
to
Murmotored
Tenn.,
- merville.
who -was born Tuesday at the Clin,y Sunday for a- Visit with the ic-Hospital. The infant has been
ancl
•
Starks.
Trner's brnther, Will
named Charlet" Logan. Mrs. Dodd
',!rs. Starks. Mrs. Chas„ Starks , he was formerly Miss Mary Virginia
i)enclrig a few days in Almo Shroat.
•
'us week with relatives and will
Ryan Hughes will leav,Nat
Mrs.
-awn here. Sunday _for a week's
HAVOLINE
Firestone
Friday for a visit of 'several weeks
with her mother and other relaMr. and Mrs. R. M. Pollard.
WAX FREE
TI
TIRES
tives in'Brenham. Tex.
• lisseraicile and Bill. were in PaMrs. G. T.. Hicks is the guest of
•icarr Monday night attending a
MOTOR
and
relatives in Kansas. • '
convention.
Church
'hristian
Miss Carolyn Johnson underwent
OIL
Mrs. H.'B. Bailey was removed
TUtIES
• , her home on Olive street Mon- an operation for app.:,dieitis. at
•.iy. from the . Mason hospital. the Mason Hospital • Tuesday.
Mrs: 0. F. Perdue and daiighter.
she underwent an opera_
Rose Marie. Paducah, arrived here
,n.
today to spend several days .wgn
Clem Acree. v,li6 for a number
wives and friends.
-argt
W20=
COT
a
was
years
C. E. PurclUm, l-kpkinsville, is
WE'VE got a srnile for
on
here
resided
who
...nter. and
spending the week-end with his
y- whet'her you're filI' The richt grade
street .is spending a
wife. and.daughter Margaret, here.
'summer
for
..w weeks in Murray with his
•
in.: up your radiator Or
rhutoring
'Mrs. Etta Williams. and
-ter,
putt.ne air in your tires.
*.her relatives, He has been in
L.ccause were sincerely
sarasota. Fla.. for some time. alis
...lad that yc.,•.i stopped
•71any old frfends here are pleased
have him make this extehedd
.ri---glad that we .help

AUST JOTS

'
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•

Phelps to Open
Ice \Cream Parlor
On Main Street

I

Sunday is Mother
Day...

l

The National Hot(

a

or.

CTION SA

L E. OWEN

of Beautiful Home Sites in

INSURANCE

COLLEGE HEIGHTS

Hendorili Service

WEDNESDAY MAY 11

Can't Be. Beat!

•

10 A. M., ON PREMISES

Only One Block From City Limits and One Block
From State College---Fronting Olive Boulevard

EASY TERMS

COLLEGE HEIGHTS -- The newest development in Murray for home buildthe
ers -- is located within a stone's throw of Murray State College. Although not in
immediate Eity-lifriits of Miirray, elettlicity, c- ity water, sewage, and' Lily carrier
„.
mail service are now in this location.

Texaco
Oil

Texaco
Firechief
GAS

1-ligh School Will
-Reuhion
I told Big
_____. •

Specified
Lubrication
75c

make your m4turimi
safer. -more pleasant.
Next . time • you; car'
` needs 'gas or oil .,.. or
-greeee. • why not try
ITENT,40.!:'S Servitge

Brakes
50c
. •i for
AtcuraeY

E
V II N
RT
EA
SST
N
HENDON'S TEXACO STATIO
Phone 82

Corner 4th and Walnut
•

The Gatlin -building, ceraer
F.etrth7'and Main. is receiving
,nieiepAirs. both 'fi.c.;tit- and read.
1-he rear wall and, east half side
.:all received a coat-at-eastriant.
old the • freht frame work and
....ow windows reworked.
Mrs. AL'O. Weods--aed Mrs, H.
Tuesday in
Lpadgett spent
Neadeadle.
The Rev. Carroll Hubbard. pas'...:- of the'Memorial Baptist church.
-ill attend the 'Suuthern Bacrtist
•

j FERTILIZERS
•••

Old
Homestead'

T•

_•
Less Monthly Disktnsioys

Agrico

4-10-6

AA

For

Quality

Tobacco

Many Satisfied Users Throughout Calloway County

ROSS FEED CO.
North Third St.

: Murray High School today made
plans fcr a reunion which will include all its graduates since its
instauration a:4 a city school system in 1904. officials of the school
announced lien'. The reunion is
scheduled:to take place Monday.
Mgy;23.
The reunion committee' is _gotn-.
posed of Miss Meadow -Huie..ghairman. Misses Lula Claytod
Dorothy Robertson. and Wilburn
Cavite ,A eomitrith:e to arrangea program is riatii:d by Miss Mayrelic Johnson and is supplemented .
by Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Mas.Ttowry
Hain. Charles T. Yarbrough, Sam
t,yr-1
and Mis-• Lula Caly• 1;.
.,

-

Many women, v.tio formerly suffered- -from searfak, run-clown condition as a restilt of poor assimilation of food, say they benefited by
taking CARDTJI, a special medicine
for women. They found it helped to
increase the appetite and Improve
digestion, thereby bringtrg than
more strength from their food.
Naturally there Is less discomfort
at monthly periods when the system
has been strengthened and the various functions reetoredpaid regulated.
Inoldv!
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MURRAY -- in the heart of Jackson's Purchase, is a thriving business center,
boasting of two local hospitals equal to any in the nation, educational facilities unexcelled, churches of practically every denomination, sound banks, active civic clubs and
organizations. Murray has an active $4Qq,cloo hosiery mill, a milk lant, producing
highest type sweet cream butter and skim milk as well as milk for local city consumption.
.
MURRAY is a dark tobacco center, having the highest sales average in the immediate district._ Murray and College Heights are located 18 miles from the Gilbertsand immediate
ville Darn site, a $112,000,000 TVA project now under active survey
_
construction.
Now is the time to avail yourself of a homesite that, you will cherish': _ This location is acclaimed by many as the most desirable development in Murray. The location is ideal, facilities adequate, and the people friendly. Come now and investigate
this development. Easy terms and FHA loans for home construction are available at
----'1.tunber companies, and either will be glad to explain the fullest details'allow you can build yourAwn home in this desirable location..
Everyone is cordially invited to this College Heights Auction - - PLEASE BE
ON TIME, as no cards will be put in box after sale starts - - 10:00 A. M. is the time
- "College Heights" is the place.
REASONABLY RESTRICTED

Springfield Development Co.
Owners, Developers and Selling Agents
,
M. F.- ftbse, Manager
Local Office, National Hotel
•,.

--; Home Mire
Springfield, Tenn.
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Ag Class Makes Annual Tour
Last Thursday morning, April
28, at about 4:30 o'clock, the agriculture class of Hazel 'High school.
accompanied by their ..teacher, Mr.
Copenhaver. boarded a' truck for
their annual sight-seeing tour.
Their first stop was at the Jeffers
son Davis Munument, and from
there visited Mammoth Cave, the
shaft where Floyd Callins. Was
trapped._ Cumberrands Falls, Cumberland Gap, Norria.-Dsiin and the
SitiOlty Mountains tend then their
last stop which brought. them to
NashviRe where they visited places
of interest.
The group Arrived in Hazel Sunday at 12 o'clock and reported a

'
Mother

Y •••
the year wh

gram were Mis.• Alics_ Waters and
Mrs. Hicks.
Lunch was served at the church
by the ladies of the Missionary
Society.
Sunbeam Band Class Meets
The Sunbeam • Band class met
Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock at
the Baptist church and held its
regular monthly meeting with
Mrs. H. I. Neely presiding.
The. meeting was opened with
a hymn, "Good Morning to You."
Scripture was read from the first
chapter of John through the
fourteenth verse, Mrs. Neely.
PrayerMrs. W. B. IVII1Stead.
Sang-"Be a Little Sunbeam."- •
The topic for discussion was
"Seeing Japan."
The Sunbeam Watchword-John
8:12; Matt. 5:14; and Matt. 5:16.
A very interesting talk was

preaching in Akron.
was a
Mitts Geneva Hutson
Murray visitor Friday,* •
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White were
Paris visitors Saturday afternoon.
Frank Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs.
Elvis Clayton were in Melba, Ky.,
visit relatives and
Sunday, to
.
friends.
Mrs. Bettie James and Miss
Libbie James spent Sunday in
Crossland as guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon James, and family.
Mrs. Gertie Grubbs and Mrs.
Lois Waterfield were in Murray,
Saturday, on business.
Mi Ruby Caldwell of Paris was
the- Watt lirtaTe -TRUntinfif'her sistter Mrs. M. R. Wilson,
Miss Annie Hooper, who is working in the . St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tema., it spending her
vacation in Hazel with her mother,

Many -from Murray
To Attend Derby
Many from Murray were making plans this morning to attend the Kentucky Derby at
uilte
Churchill Downs - in.
Saturday.
With the popular local sentiment running toward Stagehand
or The Chief to finish in the
front, still there were speculations which gave Lawrin and
Fighting Fox plenty of support.
Each Ynar.„..hfurrm ia well
represented at Louisville in the
horse-radii, Saute of America
when . two minutes of stirring
.approbrium thrills live ibut its .
as the sport of kings.

Calloway county's quota for the
Citizens' Military Training Camp,
to be conducted at Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Ind., in August is almost
iiimplete, according to Harry I.
shaid, county enrollment chairin, who said today only two
,:re applicatians from youths be'en the ages of 17 and- 24
,old be accepted.
MURRAY HIGH CALENDAR
•_• • •
May 5
May -7
1May-14
-May 22
filav_23

Junior Play
Track-Meet-at MSC Junior-Senior Banquet
Baccalaureate Sermon
Tea for Alumni
Senior Play
.
Class Night
Re
WhilneR Watts•ra
cital/
Society Night
Cemmencement

May 24
May 26
Alsey Cooper was-- in -Nashville.
Tenn., Sunday to visit his cousin.
May 26
Herman Copper who is a patient
May 27
in a hospital at- that place.
Marshall Priest. A. 0. Allen of
Nashville, W. D. cooper, Alfred
McGehee of Paris were among
the woh attended the burial services here for Mrs. Dorothy Acree Tilghman. Clinton, Mayfield, and
Benton Teams WIII Also Take
Hedlea
-Or"-Jacksian, Tenn.
Mr.
H.
W.
Perry.
'Mr. and Igits.
Caudill
William
Part In District Affair
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
and Mrs. George Grogan, Mr.
of Murray were guests in the
Mis. Solon Diffnell and little son
of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Chris- STATE MEET WILL RE HELD
Independence
of Murray and vicinity were Suns home
last Wednesday evening.
,. 21 .
IN LEXINGTON, KY., MAY
day anemia:7n, guests Th the home man
Guavnteed!
Mrs. Opal Wilson Scruggs, who
of their aunt, Mrs. Amanda Mason,
has been confined to her bed for
and --her daughter, Mrs. Bertha
High School, will be, repMurray
the mitt few weeks, is much imDoran-Overeaat. 112agriage
-M.--.Maddex, in North Hazel.
resented it, the district traak meet
and at the same time
Buster Overcast and Miss Mari • Mr. and Mrs. Will Clanton of proved at this writing.
to be held at Murray State Colon
of
.live
Puryear,
John
Coburn
Mrs.
parents
Sue _Doran . whoise.
you will enjoy the benIlathicah _ we_re in. Hazel suntlayita
the Tennessee side near here, wore attend Juneral and burial, services Tenn.: - Was • 'the guest Ttiesday lege, Saturday,- May 7.
jiurnb,,w. • There. -wail be ....eight . district efits
morning -of Mew 0.
quietly- Married Saturday night---of of Mrs. Niriattry Acre.4 flisf16.
Bruce
Jones of rnslits in the state of Kentucky.
Sam
The
Rev.
last week. Mr. Overcast is the .-Treaman
John
and
Baacurn
son of Mr. and Mrs. Corbett Over- Neal of Murray were Hazel visit- Manleyville, Tenn- was in Hazel Evnry" high school in each district
COMPLETE
the first of the week.
cast and the bride is the daughter tors Monday afternoon. is invited to pariicipate. These
conbeen
has
Chenn,
who
L.
M.
of Mr. and Mrs. Noah Doran.
W..D. Kelly. daughter, Mrs. G.
district meets lead. up to the state
M E. Group Holds reale Meet E. Freeman and sons. George and fined to his bed for the past few meet to be held in Lexington, May
Zone' meeting No. 3 convened Jimmie. spent several :days last weeks with illness is much MIat the Hazel Methodist church week. in Jackson. Tenn., visiting prayed and was able to be in
Tilghman High, Paducah; tenTuesday'.
Thursday. April 28, With Mrs. Max the Rev. J. E. Underwood and his town Tuesday':
Mrs. Richard Terrell of Paducah tral High, 'Clintam;"Mayfield High,
SOUND
Hurt presiding. The devotional family.
few hours Tues- Mayfield; and Benton High, Benwas led by. Mrs. K. G. Dunn. Mrs.
Miss Mildred Miller of Missouri. was in Hazel a
G. C. McLarin, Paris, Tenn., led spent the week-end with her par- day visiting her parents, Mr.. and ton are among those who are ex'INVESTMENT
a discussion on district work.
•
• pected to enter.
ents, Dr. and- Mrs..Eunice. Miller. Mrs. W771 Jones.
Lula'fiaschall of Puryear The representatives for Murray
Mrs. K. G. Dunn, ga,ve a disPhis. Kent Jones and son, Billie
curaion on missionary study work. Kent of McKenzie, Tenn., arrived is in Hazel this week visiting rel- High have not yet been chosen.
Others taking part on the pia- in Hazel Sunday to visit her aunt, atives.
The following are out for track:Investigate TODAY
Mos. D. N.;White, and Mr. White,- Tenn,,Miss Leslie Garrett of McKenzie. Sol& Hale,• James Wilson, Billy
of
the.
Hazel
as
in
guest
is
).7
0. B. Turnbow and Will Cooker
Puckett,
Billy
Phil
Curchin,
Jones,
friends.
motored to ;Nashville Sunday to relatives and
Mr: and Mrs. W. A. Wrieht, J. B. Outland, G. W. Gardner,
visit Herman Cooper who is very
rela- ClYde Crider, Kenaeth Jackson.
ill in a hospital there. Mr. Coop- anddaughter. Carolyn, visited
in Alm(, last Sunday.
Pat Gingles. James Buchanan
er's wife and children were called tives
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Littleton and Baron West, Glen Hart, Clifton
tp his bedside Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. J. D. Pettersun and. scn, children.- Joe Baker and Anne, Farris, Virgil Robertson, and HenJ. D.. Jr., of Benton were here visited Puryear relatives Sunday ry Fulton.
Sunday to attend the burial ser- afternoon.
Porter White, Jr., of Murray,
vices of Mrs. Dorothy Hedley,
whose remains were brought here was in Hazel Tuesday on busifrom Jackson, where she died a
Mss Sue Jones of Lynn Grove
nessi
few days ago: s
s Electrifying!
'
it
Marion *ilsOn was in Paris' spent .the week-end . with Miss
Mrs.
and Mrs. Crane Paschall
•
Ann Herron,
Monday.. tu visit relatives . and
visited Mrs. Etna Haneline and
It's great to know that, ade•
Sue
'JOnes
Miss
Ind
family, Sunday. She Was accompaquate insurance Is a savings-i's osfrierida.' ,for
Newell "-Jones, Jonesboro, Ark., Jones•of Lynn Grove were 'dinner nied lh Mrs. Nannie'Paschall and
a ell as a protection.
the
in
Miss
home
of
Ann -they attended church at Salem.
is in Hazel this, week to visit . his guests
•
brother, Vernon James, atnd Mrs. Herron. Sunday. •
A goad crowd attended church
it
Mr: and Mrs. Will B. Milstead
services Sunday at South PleasAge You Fully Protected? James.
at
SunParis
singing
the
attended
and
Wilson
Alison
Mr. and Mrs.
Grove.
ant
family attended a family birthday day afternoon.
(Talky & Carson)
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Moore visitMurray
Mayer was in
011ie
reunion in Gleason, Tenn., SunMONDAY. WEDNESDAY.
ed in the homes of Mr. and . Mrs.
on
business.
afternoon
Tuesday
day, May 1,
THURSDAY and SATURDAY
Ben Byars- and Miss Lillie Mae
H. THURMAN
There will be ,a children's ser- Lamb. at Lewis_ Cosby's..
J.riebertson_pfBkirray was in
and
Agent
vice /-11.--ML -PeIe-sant---MettnidIS1 - We are very sorry to learn of
Hazel Saturday.
Mrs. J. R. Miner has returned church Sunday evening beginning the illness ;of "Aunt Etta" Coeh--;New York Life Insurance
TUESRAY and FRIDAY
home after a two. weeks' visit in at 730 o'clock. Everybody come ran.
Company
(Conn Moore's(
Akron, 0., and other points and and tiring some one with you.
newfine
a
Mrs.-- Ben Byars his
Dependable Since 1845
An infant of Mr. and Mrs. Mc- cooking stove of • wnich she is
was the guest of her is n. Eld.
Miller, who is Kinney died Sunday night at the very proud. '
James Park, ;
home of Mr. and Mrs. L. HutchWe truly hope that little Martha
y••••=••••••••=11=.1%
41.
ens._ half mile south- of Hazel. The Nell Morris, ivho has been ill for
funeral services were held at New several days. Will soon be reFree From Constipation
Economical
Dependable
Ois videnee Monday afternoon with covered to her good health.
Nothing beats a clean system
:he Bro. K. G. Dunn in charge of
Mrs. Oat 'Paschall has a new health!
rites.
At the first sign of constipation,
poultry house And hat 200 baby
of
Hays
Roy Namlin and Collier
take purely vegetable Black-Draught
chicks growing nicely.
relief.
•Jurray were Hazel business vgitD. B. Byars has purchased a for prompt
Many men and w omen lay that Stack;rs Friday__ •
fine milk cow.
Draught brings such refre•hing relief. By
Caldwell . visited .areMrp.leaasnedd'tMorsh.avTerummrasn
Miss Vivian
It. eleansing action. poiconous effects of
out; you 6000
eLatts=ettron arree
Young'st
'Fiends in Somerville, Tenn., a
most other
than
less
;.;., days lost week.
costs
Black-Draught
mother visit ahem this week.
hiratives.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Enlo Tarkington, newly weds.
Mrs. Nannie Paschall visited hi
A GOOD LAXATIVE
Paris, Tenn., Saturday,-Old Maid

interesting and educational.
Those making the trip were
Robert Hendon. Tom and Bob
Turnbow, James Marshall Overcast, Herman Kelly Ellis, James
Hugh Grogan, rdd Miller, Jr.,
Henry Oliver, Welton
William
Holland, Robert Craig, Shelby
Hicks. Edward Fitts. Sam Bruce
Lee; Frank Ralph Cochran, Joe
Parker. Calvin Orr West, Thomas
C. Scruggs, Earl Knight,'Nouston
Hawley. Harold Brandon, H. L.
Copenhaver, adviter, and Jiggs
White, truck driver.

at The Natiol
WAY DINNII
$1

3 EVENING

3nal Hot(
!son, Manager
- •

boys and girls of Japan and their
customs. Son -'Jesus Loves Me."
A short business meeting was
held.
Roll Call.
Offering,
Closing prayer, entire group.

RELIABLE MAN WANTED to antee as a new one. See Parker
BAKER SUFFERS FALL
lte
call on farmers in E. Calloway Brothers Garage.
-Joe braves Baker, son of Mr. county. No experience or capi
Prolific
and Mrs. Joee Baker. Murray, suf- tal required. Make up to $12 a FOR SALE-Jarvis Golden
Germinafered a slight brain concussion day. Write McNESS CO., Dept. Certified Seed Corn.
.1p tion -Test 98%. On sale at ScottTuesday when he fell from a bi- S, Freeport, Ill.
Lassiter Hardware, Murray, and
cycle which he was riding, striking
STATE INSPECTED Nancy Hall J. T. Taylor's Implement Store.
his head on the-concrete walk.
,M12p
the and Porto Rico Sweet Potato Hazel. Robert Hendon.
who
dressed
Phygicians
wound said today the youth was Plant-21.25 per thousand. Geo.
mile South Mur- FOR RENT-10-room house West
W. ColbuFh,
improved.
ray on Hazel Highway. MI9p of College. Also 3-room apartment, with modern conveniences
FOR RENT-2 apartments on West and with Frigidaire and oil stove.
le
Main Street; one 3 room and See R. E. Broach.
private bath: one 7 room; and
garages.
Two
bath.
private
Phone John G. Ryan.--.29-J or
tf
334-J.
OR RENT-Unfurnished Rooms.
South 6th St. Lula Holland. lc FOR SALE-Good Hoover Sweeper. Good condition. All attach- 6
.
"
HOUSE-CLEANING, Floor-waxing, ments. See Mrs. Freeman 1Villp
Window washing. Lawn mowing. ford. 306 North 6th St.
DEFINITE RELIEF OR
sod general elpa-.711t -work. Have
MONEY BACK
/A-L-Witla string
my own tools and equipment. ICE CREAM
THE NS ILLA D THE TNIENT has
7,
May
night,
Saturday
music,
pt, dcfillity• relief In
of
Bank
brtAlght pi,
Chester Martin. Se at
thousands of mat% of Steenoch and
Murray 6 a. in. or 6 p. in. Phone Halfway between Murray and
Deiedeessl Ulcers, due to HyperacidDuHazel on South H1ghway. SponItY. and other forms of Stomach
tress due to Excess Acid. SOLD ON
sored by Bill Martin. Everybody
11 DAYS TRIAL. For corn !eta tolp
format ion, mead "Willard'.
FOR SALE OR TRADE-Fine welcome.
ra MARL" Ask for is---tres--as
Nubian milk goat. Now fresh.
Farm-All TracMSc FOR SALE-Good
See R. E. Brausa,
tor. Sell or Trade. Same GuarDale 8,. Stubblefield
FOR SALE-Stovewood and posts.
•
Wood is good and seasoned hard- •
wood. Posts. 7 feet. lOct lisfeet,
7 cents. L. Folwell, on old Newbi*g Road, near Elm Grove. Idt5p

CMTC ENROLLMENT
NEARS COMPLETION •.
-

Sufferers of
STOMACH ULCERS
HYPERACIDITY

Murray High Will
e.
Enter Track Meet
at College May 7............

Y0U R

FINANCIAL

of.,.,,

• PROTECTION
-

rs

CIASSIIIF.'lEID
AJDME11111SINIQ

•

le

NOTICE!

FOR RENT-10-room house. 2
baths, hardwood floors. 2 garages.
large yard; near college. Phone
John Ryan, 99J or 334-J.

•
We are offering HELM'S U. S. APPROVED

CHICKS

DON'T FORGET-Have your Binder Canvas ingPected and -rePatted
while me have time to do it.
M12c
Brausa & Sons.
FOR SALE---A 3-piece dining room
suite. See Mrs. J. NV: Carr, North
lc
16th Street.
•
FOR SALE-Good Farm-All Trac-lor. Sell or Trade. „,Same guarantee as a new one. See Parker
lc
Brothers Garage.

to be shipped osit'of Hatch of May 8th ONLY

at $8.40 per 100
: Yo.u-save $1.50 per hun,Was $9.90 .:
dred on all leading breeds.

NOTICE-Ali berry pickers wanting to pick for B. W. Overbey
please report for,. picking next
week, leaving name and address
lc
so ycu can be notified.

Talmedgego.

Charles Ryan
Agent
111111111111111111111111111111111111
Hiihest Prices

DO YOU HAVE lots of HARD WORK for "OLD
BECK" to do this spring?
Give her extra strength by adding
PURINA OMOLENE to her feed
•

:MOTHER'S DAY SUGGESTIONS:
Evergreens. Shrubs, Perennials,
or posted plants. The Murray
lc
Nursery.;
'

The
Mutual Benefit
in
farm
SALE-55-acre
Life Insurance Co. FOR
Clark's River Bottom, fronting oil

South_ Lynn GroVe
•-- . News

LET US.HAVE YOUR ORDER AT ONCE

THE NATION'S BEST HORSE AND MULE FEED
NOTICE ... PURINA

FEEDERS

We will pay 18c per dozen for your Eggs this week
end from PURINA FED HENS

highway, I mile north of town.
Ml9p
See Hugh Melugin.

ECONOMY FEED, STORE

FOR SALE - Fordson Tractor,
newly overhauled, plows and disc.
All in first class condition. See
R. E. Kelley, Murray Hatchery. lc

PHONE 388
RUDOLPH THURMAN
CHARLIE E. LINE
North Third Street, Murray, Ky.

STEADY

WORK--.
GOOD 'PAY-

CREAM
Murray

•

R.

ci

All America Is Planning, Buildin
Remodeling

HOMES

Paul Gargus

At YoLr Best!

for

ne buildlot in the

ALLIS - CHALMERS
All-Crop Harvester

carrier

v

is center,
ies unex-

BLACK- DRAUGHT

clubs and
)roducing

FOX
FERTILIZER

consump-

in the imGilbertsrnmediat6

Mos* Revolutionary Invention Since
This loca-

the Reaper!

The loca-

In. the-development of the new All-Crop Harvester, A. C-..engineers worked,-for many yearti-to
perfect a small, compact harvesting ,unit for the
average farmer, antachine that would cy.t..and,
thresh the farmers e-roliS" in one operation, Trerre
done it.

ivestigate
railable at

ullest de'

(-The Largest
Antonin of
.Vetual
Available Plant
rood in she Rest
Aleeltnnien1
Condition for
Site Least
An.....nt
of Money"
Throes What
Fox Fertilizer
Stands For!

Priced so low that any farmer can afford it.
no shocking, no extra men. Lowest emit
twine,
No
harvesting known.
."

-

• Only 4625 (f.o.b. mill)
•

z
come In so 114•P us! Let
, us help•on get
result.!

A. B. Beale & Son
OR
TAYL
J. T.
11,AZEL.KENTI:CKY

s

a

East Main Street-Phone 56
Murray. Ky.
•

How About YOU?

$3.90

5-PIECE BREAKFAST SETS-Unfinished, $9.00
As low is$3.95
$1.00

-Attic
We Can Build Your Home From Cellar to

New housing plans make it -possible for every reliable citizen to own his
own bane. If you are sincere in your desire to build, NOW is the time
to make arrangements.

CANE BOTTOM ROCKERS,
As low as

$1"

Never in history has there been a batter time
to build-to build your own home, or as 'an

CANE BOTTOM STRAIGHT CHAIRS,
As low as

4.00

METAL BEDSTEXDS;
As low as

$5.00

Material costs'arestill low . ..
And, what's more, you can have
that home for as little as you are paying now
for rent. .The home of your dreams.on small

COIL BED SPRINGS,
As low as

$2.50

investment.
but rising.

monthly -piyasants!

H. I.--Neely _81 Son

A home is only as good as its builder. The
Hazel Lumber Co. does not need to brag about
has good it is. You have toNy to ask your
friends for whom we have built. We build
not only for looks. but for the
them right .
more important UNSEEN things: Look about
3ou . . if a home yOn admired is propelY
built, chances are we built it.

Drop in ... Let Us Talk Over Your Plans for a Home

HAZEL LUMBER CO.
HAZEL, iCE,NTVCKY

f\N

•

esittliairatata.S..

-

FELT BASE RUGS-9x12 size,
As low as

'T..AWN CHAIRS,
As low as

For further information. see

Office
eld, Tenn.

For The Home!

45-POUND COTTON MATTRESSES,
Each

The All-Crop Harvester Can be pulled by; any
plow tractor with a power take-off.•Weighs onl
280q pounds,. yet built heavier' and sturdier than
preVious models. Will cut Up,to 25 acres per day
of_ wheat, oats, rye, barley, soybeans; clover, les-,
nedeza, and many other seed and bean crops.

ASE BE
s the time

SPECIALS

,

: wit ....--easNolt •

•
•
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seventy-six (TM rods and eight tapaid. and having the force and
and doughMyrt! • T.IT,:,
igi feet to post oak; thence East effect of a judgment. Bidders will
Mr,
Ola
alar..e.e,
tes Miss
North be prepared to comply promptly
rods; thence
forty 140)
•
onti
-:11!
;:,!terldri
seventy-six (76) rods and eight 18) with these terms.-George S. Hart.
' Mr. and Mrs. liissyd Jones and _,
,,..•
ti s.•
feet; thence West to beginning con- Master Commis.sionvr,
„ daughter. Katherine will be leavs
_
-Mother." will be the sermon i
taming seventeen and one-half
:sisals being
Mr.
ins for Togas this week.
(17ta) acres more or less. The
and corn is being planted. subject of A. V. Havens, minister
Jones had- his sale Saturday and prepared
Calloway Circuit Court
land herein mortgaged was deeded
Calloway Circuit Court
'iardsns of this vicinity would of the First Christian Church. in
One of the oldest business men Albritton Bros. & Simmons.
the --are now visiting° relatives The
to W. L. Hargrove by J. R. Bazzell
L. W. Imes,
promising if it were not keeping with the 'observance of if
the
is
oldest)
not
,YerY
B.
F.
be
by
Plaintiff
for
leaving
before
friends
Plaintiff on Dec. 17, 1918 and deeded
Mother's Day. next Sunday morn- Schroeder ithe B. F. is for BenVS. JUDGMENT
W. L. Hargrove to Carlos Roberts
- their new - hontes--We eertaterly fur --Ultsliut- worms`
VS.
JUDGMENT
prebe
will
music
.Special
ing.
Mrs. NUN'is Jones visited her
heirs and Carlos Roberts and •Lucile Roberts, on Apr. 12, 1919 also another tract
Wilson the
tamin Franklin), who at 80 years Sirrilla
Wish fur them success and happichoir. ditewn
sister. Mres Clovis „Nance. Satur- sented by the chorus
age is actively engaged in mak-. creditors of Albert Wilson; Mettle
Defendants lying immediately South of
ness m their new trivironmont.
serThe
Miller.
Charles
rected by
nigshuttle-block materials' fr-Orn Wilson. Oscar Wilson; Brent WilI of
By virtue of a judgment and of Almo and beginning. at the N.
ur___ and, Mrs. Rudy "Hill _haw day night.
10c
3 boxes,
the
vice will begin at 1045.
dogwood trees which tif sells son; Mrs. Brent Wilson. Saunders order of sale of the Calloway Cir- W. corner of what is known
and 34m.- Garland -Morris
already moved into the house vaMason cuit Court, rendered at the April W. At. Bradley lot: thence North Corn or Tomatoes,
College Bras Ensemble. diThe
Wilson;
Wilson;
Coleman
I
over
visited relatives- an-Mayaield
thence
rated by the Jones. •
Wilson and Mrs. Mason Wilson
rected by Prof, J. N. Garton, will ever.Yhereterm thereof. 1938, in the above to land of D. C. Roberts;
2 cans
.
15c
the weep-end.
He has a sawmill, or at least a
Defendants Zause for the purpose of payment West 'to land of Andrew Taylor;
be • featured in the all-musical.
Mrs. Hui et near ...beech Grove.
cf
Iassiter.
corner
in
the
down
mill,
and
.W.
Virgil
a
to
of
judgment
ck
N.
virtue
Mni.
By
south
shuttle-blo
Mr. and
Large 13 oz. pkg. post ..
of $503.38 with 6 per cent interest thence.
candle-light. Sunday night service,
-was quite 111 the past week, but
___,Mijjsi,Bean .atad' Joette -attended
,of Apra. 1938, what is known as Web Curd lot:
Guthrie. onthenst part 1..if town. close ta order of sale of. the Calloway Cir- trorn thes_15th
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New Potatoes, small. 3 lbs.
We Buy
1st, of Calloway County Conn his apLarge No. I size, 4 lbs.
Bc plication for a permit to -operate EGGS, POULTRY, HAMS
•
Green Lngli-sh Peas. lb..
in Calloway. C-Ainand CREAM
4c a Road Howie e_ City Limits Of
Green Beans. lb. .
ty. outsidess,th
16c
Green Pole Beans, lb.
All persons Special Prices on Field Seeds
Murray, Kentucky.
New Fancy Cabbage, lb __ 21 2c who desire to protest the issuance
or Quotations
Phone 114
20c of such permit are advised te conBalk Raisins, lb. 7e.; 3 tbs.
50<' tact Wells Overbey. 'County AtSilver Sweet Syrup. ration
We Sell Feeds and Seeds
55c torney, Calloway County. before
:"..:10c up
Golden Sweet Syrup. gsithn
Dimities, Batistes, Lawns, Voiles, yd.,
Day,
May
Ccurt
County
next
the
Nice Glass Free ulth Maxwell
98c to $1.95
have
,
Men's Preshrunk Wash Trousers,
2$e
-Sea. is lb.
,
Illease
the isauA nice plate or cap an saucer ffee
98c to $1.95
Men's Dress`'Stray?, RIX*,
ce of said -permit.
with American Ace Coffee, it.

Havens To Preach I B. F. Schroader
For Mothers Herei Is One of County's
'Oldest-Citizens

Protetnus Palg.ver

Murdock-

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

YOUR CASH
TALKS HERE

day

rallttilid

At the Last _
Call ..

Murray Route V

T W. FAIN

Hospital News

btrs-.--Ernegt.--Roy.

It

F.

FRESH VEGETABLES and FRUITS
15c
Bananas, large yellow fruit, doz. .
Oranges, 200 size, full of juice; doz. 20c
3 lbs. 20c
Tomatoes, garden ripe,
Green Beans, fresh and tender, 3 lbs. 20c
25c
New Potatoes, No. 1, 10 lbs.
2c
lb.
New Cabbage,
19c
size
large
SnowKing Baking Powder,
15c
Crackers, Glenco, 2-lb. box
STAPLES
Flour, Lynn Grove's Beat, 24-lb. bag 75c
15c
Post Toasties, 2 for
23c
Toilet Tissue, 6 for
59c
Crisco, 3-lb. can
Corn or Tomatoes, No.2 cans, 2 for . 15c
-HOUSE CLEANING SUPPLIES23c
Sunbrite Cleanser, 6 cans
can
1-lb.
65c
.
Wax,
Floor
Johnson's
23c
Quart Furniture Polish
23c
Brooms,4-tie, painted handles
19c
Super Suds, large size
25c
Soap, Laundry, all kinds, 6 for
MEAT MARKET
Country Ham, dough-baked,
60c
sliced, pound
35c
Dressed Fryers, lb.

CLOSE OUT,PRICES

COMESSIONER'S
• SALE

Used OilStoves
Furniture, Etc.

Used Oil.Stoves
Four Living Room Suites
Used Coal and Wood Ranges
Used Linoleum
Linoleum Remnants at Special Discounts
Kitchen Cabinets

Oak Grove News

COME 4N . . . TAKE YOUR CHOICE

will accept any
..
Make us an Offer.
Reasonable Proposition

Miss !Andrea

--rnettantbrove.
_

NOTICE

E. S. Man & SON
North Side Square

Tolley & CarsonN\
Food Market

----.

Whatever the Event---

Boggess Produce Co.

Be It For

ltiaat

aff
/raki,e;pf a

,

Swann s Grocery

•

A/Cool Summer Apparel

For The

15c
1 qt. jar Sour Pickles
7c
Garth's 10c'' Grapefruit Juice
, THREE for
No. 2 cans Dr. Phillips
! Grapefruit Juice
Giant size 13-oz. Post Toasties lae
HAL
50-lb. can/Pure Lard
41.00
bucket Pure Lard
16e
Balk Pare 'Lard. lb.
506
, 100 lbe. (Godchaux Sager
10 lbs. Godchaux Sugar
Red•BIrtl Flour
ate". bowl uith Snou King
.5.c
2
, * Baking Powder
Quart jar Peanut BeSter 23c or 25c
15<'
2-1b. bok Crackers
1 no Marehmanoes
Diresed Fryers, lb.
35c

NOWILY11111ED
( )1"

F-or

NATIONAL BABY - WEEK
THIS WEEK
---: IT'S :

5.4k

T. O. TURNER:
F., Gift Ideas With . . .

tl'ant to BUY large Cabbage
asisaier-43:-.10e-an-Trade for EGGS,

Ow,

idnals
tAleiwri4div....sast
sigried___Mary au",11

Clerk, Calloway County:toint I

MURRAY
uCE CO
1%uti

$1,50 up

Men's Ventilated Work Oxfords,

•

Ladies Anklets,

Find Out How You Can Have An...

Allis-Chalmers Tractor
Allis-Chalmers All-Crop Harvester
....Shetland Pony.... Bicycle
i --And 11() Other Fine G,r,,
Twit* in WL5, Chicago

'$2.79

Men's Ventilated- Oxfords, Black or White,

Etat-Maple (Depot) St.

15c, to 25c

Children's

$1.95

Ladies Sport Oxfords and Sandals,
Children's White Oxfords and Sandals,

)f
7aii

Men's Cool Dress Shirts 49c up.

10c to 25c

up

98c up

Sport Shirts 49c, 69c

Curtain Scrim, Any Color, Fri.-Sat., yd., . ,

.

Sc

8.00 Each Saturday Night

We

arNight
"
W
SafulardM
830
Ea?; De
MURPH1"S BARNYARD JAMBOREE
are distributors of Murphy's Guaranteed Feeds, for Poultry
and livestock

ROSS FEED COMPANY,'Murray, Ky.
M. Q. LAMB,:Hipzil,.Ky.
CONN MOORE, WisweH, Ky.

s

Genuine. Gold Seal Rugs, New Shipment,
$4.45 to $6.45
9x12,

E
4
7ralW
WE

So

FITTS &

SON j

•

••••-•1110. •••.•

1•••-•or

.•••••••••••,..••••

VP.

•
•
`fr

force and
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y promptly
•ge S. Hart,

1
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New Series No. 548,

15c

. post .
10c

B. Robert Carlton

bag 60c

i.

Ind,

•

25c

•

15c -

-

23c —
•

25c

ur's Star
•
45c
20c.

UN
Square

i=1•11••••=••=1,,

ITS
15c
:. 20c
20c
;. 20c
25c
2c
e 19c
.15c

THE LEDGER & TIMES
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
-COUNTY NEWS VERY WEEK

Fair to Its 'Waders—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon May 5, 1938

The nostrils of 'many 'true. fish
lovers quivered with delight as
the crisp aroma ef jaryierz _fish was
-Wafted across the campus 'Wednesday night, April 27, the night of
Kirksey -r-Futureand Son Fish Fry.
The affair was .very informal.
The fathers were unanimously in
favor of no speeches, but plenty
of fish, and the FFA - boys gave
them•just what they wanted.
Approximately 100 sons and dads
• consumed nearly 165 pounds of
fish.
,
The honor guests *were: J. T.
Cochran. county
agent; Kelly
Cromwell, assistant county agent;
Rev. C. V. Evans, H. A. Lassiter,
Dr. J. V. Stark, and Beall, Dar- nett:.
Rutherford Morgan ,a
future
farmer, was toastmaster.
The Future Farmers are 'gra-it)' ful to Mrs. J -.B. Wilson. Mrs. J.
E. James, Mrs. Carlin Riley. Mrs.
Jim Washer, Mrs. H. G. Gingles,. Mrs. A. B. Carlton, Mrs. A. L.
Billington, Mrs. L. H. Edmonds,
Mrs. J. L. Crass, Mrs. H. A. Lassi--11&,- and Mrs.- Clellon'.Sanders for
preparing the feast; and to the 10
home eccriomics girls who served
the meal.

Dried Skim Milk
To Provide Relief
---TtiTee- hundred and-sixty 'thousand' pounds of dry skim milk have
been received by the- -Kentucky
'Emergency Relief Administration
from the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation for distribution to
persons on relief rolls. One tulipdred twenty thousand pounds more
are expected in the near future.
This product is dry white powder
made from skim milk and contains
all milk solids except the butter
tat. Because it eon be used in its
powdered form in preparing recipes calling for milk, or can be
Weed with water to obtain the
iquivalent of fluid skim milk, it
forms ---a -vtduable additieni to the
diets of those persons who limited
their
buyirt
budgets
prevent
enough
The manufactuse of the five million pounds of dry skim milk will
require fifty-five million pounds
of fluid skim milk representing the
product of many dairy farms in
Minnesota, Wisconsin. Michigan,
Indiana, Illinois, Idaho. California,
Washington, Oregon and Pennsylv,inia

1

g 75c
. 15c
.23c,
. 59c
. 15c
. 23c ;. 65c
23c
. 23c
• 19c
25c

t hiropractic: The science that
makes people well and
happy.

60c
. 35c

DR. W. C. OAKLEY
('hiropractor
Murray
909 West Main
Murray:Mon.. Wed.. .ai Fri. P. M.
Benton: Tues., Thurs. & Sat.

salads;

)n

"10c up

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

Wesley P. Jones
Is Buried Sunday

All Loans to be Repaid Semi-Annually

Calloway County National
Farm Loan Association

j.

E. C. JONES, Secretary-Treasurer
•

A

•

•

•

Mir

5c

o $6.45

PRING

When All Nature Is A - Bloom

LOANS MADE FROM 10 to 34 years, for purchasing a
new farm or making any improvements for agricultural
purposes on your present farm.

19c, 69c

FOR MOTHER'S
DAY
(This Sunday)

Sweetest _cid in All the World!

Low Interest Rate

et<

•

•

Beauty In The Sunset

98c up

•

Volume CVI; No. 18:

Murrayans Make
ollege Net Team

o $1.95

o $1.95

1.95 up

75

Notej ,Evangelist
To Speak Here In
Baptist Churches

LOANS MADE FROM
$100 TO 900.000

eI

; to 25c

Newspaper

NearIL Everybody Reads.

Friday -Afternoon in Altoo
Cemetery

THROUGH THE FEDERAL LAND BANK

1,50 up,

tising in the

Considered -Finest Net Pros..
of • instructors who will leach at
Adams Will Aid Youthful
Sunday draws near,
a
for May 10
pert of Area
Murray high school during the enHead .of Grocery Firm
Still I'd like to remind you
suing year. The entire personnel
.
wear my red rose—
J. D. Hamilton. 16-year old was reelected. They are: W. J. ' The Men's Music' Club of' MurFuneral services for Mrs. W. A. ' -*lames M. Jones, 23, who for
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Dr. Roland Q. Leaven. superin
each class in a separate room.
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tern,
fur
the
Sunday at 6:45 until further notice.
local .tiuner, completed -the in- continuing through July`3, it was Murray; David gooieff, Kevil; M,
This is the training camp of the Yonder in the far and distant West
stallation---,,sif five new '18-inch ven- annoUneed today by the Rev. Sam C'. Garrott, Mayfield; and Henry
church where a united effort is
The sun is slowly sinking.
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thinking.
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netmen *ill
hostelry will be comfortable appearing in the Benton First
The
Union of your' age, there being a Or else, we do not notice half the the
regardless of the summer's torrid. Missionary Baptist
Church, Ad . with Mississippi College here May
Union for all ages, beginning with
beauty
temperatures. Guests already re- which B. R. Winchester is pastor, 9: with Carbondale, Ill., here May
the Juniors. Each 'Union meets
That's meant for you and me. -port a great change in the temduring the early part of the'period, 13; will play in the track meet
in
a separate room. R. W. Sometimes we get too busy
and freshness of the at- and then coming to the Murray"
Western May 14 ;attend Die
perature
Then too, we suggest Perfumes, Cosmetics, Toil;
Churchill, director, is ably assistWith the world on our 'mind. mosphere circulating throughcut
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ed in the direction of the Union We fail to look up with thankful
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Davidson also stated that a new
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To "the great - God who is kind.
air shaft, and hall registers have
Jefferson-.county 4-H club mem- will close the season at Westerp
Mid-week meeting every Wed- 0 the beautiful' beautiful sunset
been installed _together with an bers bought 1.700 baby chicks on May 28.
THE REXALL STORE
nesday evening at 8 o'clock until
Means the ending of day.
'the district high school trackexhaust fan insuring cool circu- ff-mi a locar hatchery.
further notice. This meeting is Do we lift our -hearts in gratitude
luting air throughout the hotel at
meet will meet here on May 7.
the tialf.way refueling station be- • To the mercitul_God.
tween Sundays; ft should- hare There's a gloridtte Sunset
the hearty support of all the memThat'will sometime come,
bers with friends, relatives and For .the .ones that are true
neighbors with visitirs. A brief
When life's day is done.
but profitable Bible study follows The -sun is now sinking.
this meeting immediately.
The world has had it's sunshine
The church and pastor extend a
bath.
Wesley P. Jones. 78, who died
cordial invitation to all the people We most look to God and pray
Friday of cerebral hemorrhage at
to worship here whenever possible
Lest the sun go down upon our the home of his daughter, Mrs. G.
A warm hearty welcome awaits
wrath.
F. Radford, in Paducah, was buried
eveiy one.
Vera M. Duncan
in the Bethel cemetery near here
Sam P. Martin, pastor
Sunday afternoon with the Rev.
SINGING IN FULTON .
B. P. Blankenship of Almo ofTwenty acres of steep land be-.
ficiating.
longing to the Redbird settlement
The sixth annual singing conMr. Jones was 'a member of the
school in Bell county has been yention in Fulton county will 15e- BetheL Methodist church. He is
planted with black locust.
held in Science Hall in Fulton survived by four daughters, Mrs.
Sunday,..kfav 8. an announcement
a Kelly and Mrs.....,Nora -Hughes,
both of Texarkana,- Ark:: Mrs. Lela
Anderson county farmers who, from that city said today.
Broach, of this county. and Mrs:bought white-faced ewes last fall
About 40.000 strawberry plants Ora .Radford.- Paducah. In adto breed to Southdown rams have
were set by Boyd county farmers. dition there are 13 grandchildreR
an cutstanding laillb crop.
and a granddaughter.
conducted by the First Baptist
Church here from June 20 to July
1, according t' anannouncement
made today by Ralph Churchill,
secretary of student work-in
ray.
The plan to be used .in the
, Churchill -said,-la -thepromoted by the Southern Baptist Convention as a division of
Sunday school, work.
Students of any denomination
wilr be welcomed to the studies,
according to the announcement.
The classes will be held three
hours daily fur two weeks- by
Murray Sunday school workers,
Churchill said. ,
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Frank Smith Players
Coming to Murray
An advance representative of
the Frank Smith Players' big tent
theatre) was in town Tuesday,making preparations far the -coming
of the show, which will appear
here till next weLit under the auspices of the Ameritan Legion.
Smith is bringing to .Murray
one o fthe biggest and highest class I
shows that he has had for many
, years, according to advance reports.
He presents this season
many headline features, and among
them is Gene "1-ionegal" Cobb,
who for man years starred with
the- late J. C. O'Bryan minstrel*
and who, for the past two years
has been appearing on a number of
major NBC radio stations. including WL.W. Cincinnati, KMOX., St.
Louis. and WSM, Nashville. He
ii a great favorite With - theatre,
goers and radio fans.
Alao §ppeving on the program
'
l'- i•14•Aluti*.ar.401Isters, of Hollywood.
whd- add to .the program many
s- ieties cf dancing.' Other Persons appearing cgs the program are:
Jimmy and Edith Erickson, com'edy and musical harmony singers,
Johnny Coupe. king of the xylophone. Gus . Reid. the Maryland
song' bird, Hazel Williams, comedy
songs and dances. A swingor-,
chestra will furnish the musical
-prelgrare. The opening play will
be "Husband For Sale.' a fast
stepping comedy-drama.
'Although the show- has many
added features this year. the same
bergin prices will prevail, the.
Tanager said, and .one- lady will be
admittedlree on the opening night
With each paid adult ticket.

Is the Time To Frect A ,
Fitting Memorial to
Your Departed
Loved One

•

•

Many persons who have not inquired feel that monuments are too
expensive for them to afford. We
welcome your full and eamtplete
inquiry about monuments for we
know that you will be pleasantly
surprised at the low prices at which
you can get suitable memorials,
We cordially welcome a frank die.
USFiell at prices and a comparison
of prices for,,materia1 and norkmanship shrifts. to ours.

Now that winter has ebbed away and all the earth is
covered with the blooming buds and blossoms of the Springtime, when nature has awakened from her long winter sleep,
the thoughts of us left behind naturally turn: to the blessed
memories of our loved ones in the "lone couch of their everlasting sleep."

It is natural and proper for us to wish to commemorate
in -eternal marble, granite or stone the life and character of
those who were blood of our blood and bone of our bone.

Many have heen surprised to
learn that a suitabl,
e, marker can
be had for as little as 410. Prices
range upward; but whether you
If your loved one is still lying in an unmarked grave
buy a $10 marker or a oeautifui
of
we would be glad to discuss with you the important mattei
••
---••••••-•,
;
,....,z.„ .1.y Irak ••e:r•Ill
,
ril• gisceiving vault
you
stone.
enduring
of
monument
suitable
erecting a
will ,gt_4,..gilik cents for each dollar
na
expended in quality, workmanship
and service.
Every detail will be carefully and thoroughly attended
to if you commission us to execute this important task for you,
We're always glad 'to go into details and show you our large stock.
for we stand fully behind this statement: "Our Monuments
No obligation, of course.
,Are Guaranteed to Satisfy Customers in Material, Workmanship and Price Before You Pay for Them."
s,

MURRAY'MARBLE WORKS
1—
-TELEPHONE —12
VESTER ORR, Manager.
East Depot St.

With sues of fencing materials
ring, raising of f.iteep and other
stock has had a big 'increase in

What About Prices?

.Murray, Ky.

A suitable grave marker
may be purchased for
as little as • . .

a
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espoo,.1,111:, to other,
Tht thoughtful individual plans
his life insurance contract as someContributions to this column
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Ttmae., and The thing far more cempreheusive than
Tunes-Herald. October 20. 1928.
the support for his old age which
upon topics of interest are always welcome. They do not
Published by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc
it may turn Out to be. He receeenecessariLy express the views
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
nizes the fact that he may nte.
Norfolk, Virginia
of this newspaper.
seat+ an old age at all, but may
April 28, 1938
R. R. Metoast and John & Neal
- Publishers
•
Dear Editor:
John S Neal
'Editor and Advertising Manager die - prematurely. He looks to his AN APPEAL TO THE CITIZENS
life insurance as a guarantee of
I shall be home in a few days
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
cash or continuing income to his
and hope to sue you people around
dependents after his death.
idureay again. At present I am
Now that the Curt of Appeals
MEMBER
aboard the U.S.S. Alkalises and
Field representatives of the var- has given its endorsement to the
enjoying my naval career very
ICAAL EIATORIAL ious 'life insurance companies wish Local Option Election of June 28,
much. We are in dry dock right
_.,Ate.=4)C1A.T
to meet and advise with men and 1971, thus outlawing any. form of
now for a' couple of weeks and
I 935 women who desire .to -plan the "drink" that contains more than
content. let
there is quite a great deal of
right.-- tit. braletatisla foes them-, L per cent of sticeihohr
•
_.
- ..,itotk' to be done in scraping and
us. as cityzene of a great- country,
selves, and their dependents.
cleaning of the ship's sides; then
They urge .such indivIcluIls to observe the law, with real conEntered at the feisteffice, Murray, Kentlitly, as second class mail matter subscribe for lift insurance
we make all priniarations to make
long sistency.
three ROTC cruises tuts' a Naval
Of course we • will still have the
Sebscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and Henry ants before the active body gives any "bout-legeer"--371fOlig us, just as
Reserve Cruise to various ports on
Stewert Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere. $2.06. hint sepate.ver of death-or even
the. East Coast and the .West
the murderer with
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway Cawity market of tailing health or decreasing vig- we have had
Indies.
us since the days of Cain and
.. ,
furnishee upon application.
or--They appette tee the mind. only
Abet, but no reni -patriotic tinzen
The Navy Spirit, or Spirit bf the
The
body
,might
-not
the
body.
in town and countryside.
can claim to love his country and
Navy, which becomes imbeddel in
undying, perpetual
More than four years ago. when prophesy
his commonwealth and at the tame
our anatomies is an unexplainable
mind,
•
they
know,
strength.
The
talk of such a project was heard.
time engage in a- practice that sets
something that we cannot avoid if
Aetion of the House of Repre- Only a few enterprising leaders in recognizes this as a fantasy,
aside the law of the land. Not Evelyn Venable and Grant Rich- we remain with the , service to
sentatives Monday in voting the Westerti Kentucky and Tennessee
They know and explain that life only' should we refrain from the
ards are the love birds In "My Old any length of time.
necessary appropriation for im- thught the undertaking worth- insurance begun in the early years
disgraceful practice cie "selling Kentucky Home" at the Capitol 'In a sense it is unexplainable.
mediate construction of the Cil- while. W. V. Gregory. our vire when it seems least urgent, has
unlawfully" wine, liquer and beer.
rtsville Dam should be received gressman, was among the group the advantage of the low ageTheatre Tuesday and Wednesday. It is, here; we all get it sooper or
but no good citizen will encourage
later, without any particetar efdelight by citizens in the ter- that. had a vision of successful rates then obtainable. They point
WI
the bootlegger by buying what 'is J. Farrell MacDonald, Clara Blab. fort on our part or on test part of
jacent to'its locon.
ritory
dick and the Hall Johnson choir are our • shipmates.. - In me
theinpletion of a dam on the Low- out that, as the trend of earning forbidden by law.
opinion.Mohacs of this, largest er Tennessee River. He received power turns 'upward, the prem.
The a
Also, we should lend our hearty also seen.
Navy. Spirit is composed of teamnt projects eaet of assistance of other members of turris.on.
of all gover
existing insurance remain cooperation' and support to the ofwork and good sp9tsmanahip.
re numerous.
the Mi
Congre"sk'aird due tie his untiring fixed and may be reduced by ficers of the 'law in their effort
At sonic time dAring our naval
.capital to
some are crimThe.
efforts, the project was brought dividends. Su that by the time the to enforce the tow. These officers wild animal; and
gg_ on Sc-,
committing career we are ''en duties which
locate indisstrkie tn.
into national fleece. At Ms death body concedes the great need for need the .sympathy and prayers of met-minded, alwayk.
cheap
In my Opinion, her- are not _to our liking. ,yet those
count Of being aeteasible
his .brother.,Congressreen Noble .1. life insurance the mind rejoices all good people in their efforts to soine Crime.
duties are performed cheerfully
power. This picject will
Cereeorye took up. the task elf get-- that it had 'Icing since forseen this make our. county 'e :better &tun- vousness, and insanity are caused and willingly. We arrive aboard
from poor eeimination due to some
instrument in rive national
Ung . an apprppriation for the need Iintt provided for .it on the ty in 'which'to live. a new stip, make friends, new
"
.disturbance -of the nervous
flood control.'
And today the 'people of best of terms.
'We clitina'Ati be a deinoeratic
.
shipmat5Ci ntive experiences. yet
Farmers in -the -Gilbertslesarea
tern..
ettiortet comet:testate Con'Yes. eay-these'representatiies, it Ceititity;'by' tehteteetre - say that' the
When we learn more about in- when qte -tiese comes to sever these
will be paid well for their land as greslnsi.Gregory for the -success
'rue that life insurance may will of the majority shall prevail.... sanity we will change our criminal friendehips we pack our bags and,
they are mowed out to make room that has c&ne in getting the lower
We believe -in **government of
hammocks. bid a 'cheerful'farewell
for this mammoth construction es- house of Congress to include Gil- turn out to be a good investment the 'people, for the people. by the laws and our penal institutions and to,- those whom we
have learned to
criminals
will
be
to
fall
back-on,
many
se-called
and
that
those
who
$112.000,000.
cost
eimateed
to
bertireille Dam insitems of expendpeople." The citizens of this good placed in a sanitarium and treated
ow and •Icive,- Ind we're oft - for
live
with
it
for
20
or
30
or
even
•
•
and we see a stimulus JO reel iture.-Mayfield Mwnger.
county, by a vote. of 1886 to 307. for a mental disease.
a new 'assignment. Upon our ar40 years are often delighted and
estate in other counties as, they
expressed themselves as being oprival at -the new station or ship, we
W.
C.
OAKLEY
surprised
when
they
realize
that
go into new commuinttes.
posed to the sale of alcoholic
meet new
faces, possibly all
WHY BUY LIFE INSt
they, have accumulated a substaAll in all, it is anticipated to
drinks in the' county. Why not
strangers. but are made to feel at
bore's' fund.
MEMORIAL
BAPTIST
CH
awaken this vast dormant emptre
be a. "good -sport"; fall in line with
home, - due directly to the Navy
in the Lower Tennessee Valley - The underlying purpose of life
ut the purchaser who looks a. the wish of this large majority and
The Sunday School opens spirit.
to an activity hardly dreamed of insurance is to provide the policy- life 'insurance in its .broadest sense observe sincerely the law of the
It was the Spirit of the Navy
and will encourage new enterprise holder with a. means of meeting a seldom - places • self first; he con- land. We trust all will cooperate promptly at 1):30 a. m. Our own
people are- urged to -be:present- for- that 'caused eti. be handed .down
siders a life insurance contract. as in the observance arid enlorcement
the Sunday School a 'well as far• to .us some of the . most famous
much • more tlt
.
a strings fund. of this law.
the preach-Mg sere' . All '--others sayings of history, too numerous
J. Mack Jenkins,
He regards it.,ratltegas an arrangewho are not en &inday School to mention here. It is also that
ment made by him
the benefit' For the Committee on Temperanee elsewhere are
vited to study same Navy Spirit that cause men
- and Low Enforcement
of anothees whom he los
to stay in the service. We laugh
an act
with us. '
and joke of the hardships to be
of justice and generosity
proMorning Wership at 10:50 o'clock.
CONCERNING INSANITY
encountered, and some of us pervision to be adhered to des
The
pastbe
subject
wi
:"A
Insanity, crazy. dementia prae,
haps day dream of the big jobs
all adversity and to be enter
cex, nervousness, split mind and Good Ch,jfch MEMBER."
awaiting us on the bM outside.
as circumstances permit.
Event
g
worship at 7:30 o'clock. 'Many do leave the service and
_perhaps- ' criminal minded belong
Americans may well be proud of
to that
cutter _character of. Per- Serm'yl subject: "GOD AND THE enter •clvil life, .are successful, but
the fact that . their life insurance
son who
think straight on
there isn't one in all .the countfunds amounting to more than 100
some subjects ut on others- their
I are cordially invited to be less group that hasn't at one time
hellion dollars.. -cover those - for
• Perhaps
mind goes wr
sent for-these_ tido- services. Let or . another -.wished that be was
whom the in'itiranee was token out we are all crazy to
she
nee, extent; ur people pray that the power. back aboard a man-o'' war. 'You
'-an amount more- than double that some worse than othereh.
of 'God may be so' Mightily demon- -bitAll•- ,bere 'the retired member,
.
covering the people in - all The
In my judgment. and •my•experi- strated that -saints shall be'
-great- who has-given 33 years of his time
othter nations of the world. ' ence -bears me out-in rey
ly revived and bleseed and' lost to the setviee, say he would like
For a refreshing drink, as-an aid to healthfulelusions, insanity is' -the res
td tie back again-Why, -Because
sinners-eh:ell -be saved! ness and 'vitality, for more natural energy, there's
a toxic poison on the braiii or a
ud Daily-Vacatiou Bible School when . lucking the great outside
poison in certain tissue seelle of will
nothing to take the place of milk. Keep a bottle of
held June 5-1i. Fuller an- you- don't find the same spirit that
the brain.
notirect
t will be made where the'eteeet do on the inside. Schoolmates
milk in your refrigerator at all times, for regular
-.There is T brain'enter
pastor ret
s from the Southern a4e not shipmates. neillser. are
meals and between-time—drinks.
furnishes impulse f
every act, -Baptist Cony tion which ,meets business associates.
Fair play.
Winter is over. The good days
thought. or sense in our life. in Richmond. Va.. next week.
good .sportsmanship and
teamare here. And millions of people
Poison this cente and you have
Our annual revival meeting will work do not prevail in the elewill souri start a pleasant round
e amount of be held the first two "weeks in gree they do in the Navy. On the
a split mind...
of motoring trips, picnics. camppoisen will d
mine the degree -September. One of our
din$ while, the outside remains a'suring excersiohs and other forms
-of insanity.'
vival of the fittest'; in the Navy.
Baptist pastors of Western
of outdoor recreation.
The bra
center can be poison-. tucky will do the preaching.
oti Must be fit beforli entering;
. If you are one of these, you will
ed by t
use of drugs or alcoI, you don't last long enough
All of our services are simple.
see nature pt her best.. But do
hol. and,-'in that condition the pa- ficriptural .and spiritual.
• to know what Navy Spirit - is, and
your part. to make sure that she
tient ,,inay commit some
very
Carroll Hubbard. Pastor
the cry ciNingee. fronts ...surgtvo
continues at her best-by being
rierio9l act that society will not
of the fittest to a survival of the
careful with fire.
co
ne; that .form of insanity
Navy. It is this same' Navy spirit
It Pays to stead the t usesifiede
There are millions of acres • of
not have my sympathy.
rIvistied.- blackened stump hind
//The -kind of insanity that h
in this country that once bore
y sympathy is 'auto-intoxs
; magnificent 'trees-boeauee some
or self poisoning,-poisons it,
..one was careless. with' a carnpfi
own bodies that settle in the bra
Soene of the finest natural ga
and cause insanity for, whieh It
spots' have been turned into ashy
patient was net responsible
wastes-because . someone
was over which he has no
control.
careless with a cigarette., Animals
In this state of mind the
and humans have perish
horribly Welt may be very religious,
in holocausts of. rag g flamewant to hurt you or even k
because someone ty'te a chance
you. Some times humble, cis
with
fire.
.
•
tinually doing come act of - kite.
Grade "A" PasteurAlmost all sttes have laws
ness, some times ferocious like
ized Milk, Sweet
against throwin matches Or lighted tobacco .1ry#n cars-obey thein
Cream Butter
tegerously.
ey are sound laws.
and Cream
designed f s yctur _protection. and
they des .e -your cooperation. An
excelleyf practice is to break .a
match in two between your fingers
ler_e__drupping it-then you'll
w 'that-it really is oat
.
Don't go-- on a 'camping trip
without the basic tools of fire eons
trole-a -shovel . and a good-ozed
THAT'S the last word when too
get right.down to Ow onakiny
bucket, If possible, make a rock
owl wiring UI croe-producioss,,
'fireplace for your fire. Under no
sett•buikling, satisirog fertiliser.
eircurnstances build it near brush.
, We know it. Ito mon behind
• thaw 0 K B..d has.. been
dry leaves 'ur'nther easily inflaifts!
Ut
rya s .
ng
IN PERSON
mable material*. Don't beild a
nothing, inak.ng with;ng bet
large fire --a relattvety !mall eone
This World's gist Fertiliser...
America's Premier Minstrel Star and NBC
ie -adequate for all cairming needs.
Don't take our word for it
Radio Artist
Arid- when -1ov are theieugh with ite
Us*O-K FERTILIZER this year,
really put it.' out-dotis9 it with
neit year
every v•Ir 1/.4 sou
water. ,anti ehevel diet lover :the
•••
to be tled
plant Teed wolves.
ash. Be Certain' thlit not a spark
remains, "e-ereree
.The prevention of .fire. In the
outdoors is de own reward-it
guarantees that there will be a
WITH BATH
beauty spot for y_y...
0 to visit' oext.
A 3-act comedy-drama featuring the original
year.
GENE (Honeygal) COBB
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The Dam Assured

,
that has Made tile United States Sunday dinner, guests of Carroll
Navy the pride of America and the Key and family of Paris.
- Mrs. Bertha Kuykendall visited
envy of the rest of the .world.
Sinceretye yours, - in Paducell Saturday.
Lon Shrader and family had as
'Clayton Hall, Y3c-USN
their 'guests Sunday, Mr. and
Mr/ Edgar Jones and children,
Charlet.' Bailey and Juanita Sue.
di Paducab, Ray Manley, Chester
Houston and Bernard Downey of
Mrs. J. tt. Downey and Imogene
McKenzie, Tenn„ and
Hobson
Downey of Dickson, Tenn., spent
Shrader of Hazel.
Mr. artriffrs.
Mrs. H. E. Sraudon spent a few
viit
kh
-ernade
d'r.
thi
H tinsrn S
Molt- hoer* Wednesday with Miss BeuA. Moore was in NW/4 Monlah Lamb,
day,
A large crowd attended the show
Tom Lamb. who is affaying with
given at Hazel High School's audihis sister, Mrs. Hob/Hart, east•of
torium Saturday night e by Mr.
Hazel, was a -r.okrit 1,1914or- in
-Curd in - behalf of the Purina reed
.
Murray.
Company. An Interesting picture
A large crowd attended setvices
was shown.
at Pleasant
,
9tove church last Sifn_ Inez Sharder visited Aubrey
- -Shrader of Shrader an dfamily Saturday night
d
pa:r
hl
a .:feawnd:
"•M
ays
r.
s.
Mr. and Mrs. Manton Underwood
Paris, Tenn., has been visiting
solo Joe-MnaTd, and Mr. altd
a er or
n
Mrs.
Mrs. George Shrader and son,
s
wpent amr
fewh
.andoumrs
rs Sunday
L. eifseeeeby transacted 'business
night with
ith
iii" Murray, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Jones were Shrader.

Hazel Route One

F.

Murray Hatchery
R. E. KELLEY, Owner

Quality Chicks From
Carefully Culled and
Blood Tested Flocks
CHICKS FOR SALE UNTIL MAY 23
May 9
700

White Leghorns

May 16
600

Moy 23

Buff Leghorns

100

...

Brown Leghorns

175

100

...

Barred Rock

000

600

700

White Rock

250

150

300 -

75

40

100

101)

300

--, S. W. Wyandottes
White'Giants
'R. I. Reds
R. I. Whites
_
Buff Orpington
Black Minotcas
-

400

2f0

300

175
._ 25

175
250
75

450'
200
75

A Chicks $8.00 Per Hundred
Half-Cent Higher in Small Quantities

THESE WARM DAYS

Book Your Order for Date You Wish

Enjoy Its Fresh, Delicious Flavor . . .
Safeguard Your Health and
Energy!

•
The Rewards of Fire
Prevention

LOOK WHO'S
COMING

1

„CmiCtitth

with GENE HONEYGAL COBB • .

7

1125

3
0

400
ROOMS

Presenting Opening Night
That Famous Bropclway.Comedy
'SALE!'
"HUSBANDS

-•,

1

52.

Not Everybody, in
Calloway county subscribes tu-the Ledger
& TitnrsLbut nearly
everybody, reads it!

UP

J. K.BRYAN
Ma naser
manseLINDELL

AT

GRAND

•

••
-DOELBLADDER IRRITATION.
Wake rite up? It's not normal- it's'
'natures warntng "Dinger Ahead,"
Witt 25c baok if this 4- day test,
deem' riot help .nature .flush' excess
acid send othet _waffles from Hie
kidneys:Eauroeseateids can cause elle
trritatnin reaulting, in 'getting • LIP
nights, frequents ir scants, flew.
learning. 'bilicluiehe. or leg pains,.
Just saysEte,(25c1 to any drus-eel Locally -at Dote Steehh f,. !
is. _eioessasseose"

-

The GI Sisters Direct from Hollywood
OKO FERTILIZER

LADIES FREE ON OPENING'NIGHT
BARGAIN PRICE:

Adults 25c

Doors open 7 P. M.

3r.s1 St...

-PIsorte..388

I have in mind a malady known as High Blood Pressure'
that is ciaithing for its victims Medical Doctors, -Nurses, as well
as laymen by the thousands every year. The pitiful part about

I began adjusting a 50. year old woman about One year
ego who was a victim of High mood Pressure. For ten years
she had tried rrviny sr; called cures including the diet and rest
cure with no.
..term:Anew resulte. Her blood pressure very often
tested 265.
,
It vies pathetic to Paten to imerlitry of
suffering and her
disappointments in remedies and doctors, and how her husband had toiled to make tr Heine for her
and 'the children, to
pa.,
ter so called eureka._
,
•
This woman is enjoying ,.good health
today; normal
blood pressure; doing her housework, and
Many other job*
that go with farm life. -

g‘

Children, l'Oc.

Show starts 8 P. M.

Tent Located on the Phillips Lot

I

If you- are a suffeter of High
Blood Pressure try the Chitropractor and enjoy good 'health'
once.morte

Benefit American Legion Post, Murray, Ky.

DON'T MISS IT!

However I can -add one consoling thought for the slitferers of 'High Blood Presoure. Thousands of cases are
being
cured every year by Chiropractors.
.
_ _'
•
I have.had‘rneey cases of High Blood Pressure
urider my
care and for the past two years my success has been very gratifying, alinoA 100 -per cent.,

use nOthing but my hands, ter
manipulate the Spinal'
Column back in line. This.removes
the cause of disease by relieving reessure on the nertzes, thus.;
allowing nervous impulse
to peas through 'unobstructed and
in _due time _ removes the
symptoms. In other evorde•this
removes the cause, and nature
does the rest..

When accompanied by one paid adult ticket

ECONOMY FEED
STORE •

medicines that never did or ever will cure one single disease.

I am proud that I can make the
statement and'am able
. to prove it, Oita I have learned a
science that will cure High
. J3lood Pressure.

and six other big feature vaudeville acts

Come In loss•P 19011 Let
Ns kelp you get
rvAiltn,

The days of ignorance and superstition• in our healing
,science are gradually being relegated So the scrap pile. For
. thousands of years sick people have spent hard earned' money
for ignorant. Silly Concoctions, lotions, remedies and so called
.r
"

Blood Pressure. most assuredly the medico would cure himself and his own family.

Big Tent Theatre

.t

High Blood Pressure
Can Be Cured!

A Deluxe Review

MAY 9

1

•

it is many heve a•stroke that does not kill instantly and they
drag out the remainder of their miserable life as mental defectives and paralytics. If there was any drug, diet, electrical
treament. bath, poultice or medicine that would cure High

One week starting

—Telephone 1917'Vow- Safe Milk Dealer"

MURRAY, KY.
to

FRANK SMITH
SHOW
MURRAY

Muday Milk Products

MURRAY HATCHERY

DON'T MISS IT!!

W..C. OAKLEY,
Chiropractor.
a

•

C
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Who's Who In The Senior Class At
Kirksey High School

Mrs. J. C. Pat:chat!. Mr. and Mrs.1
Hartaalmu Miss Betty Jo Laac, end
Brenda Lawrence arid Adelen
Bert Moore were afternoon guests
Miss ht.ia Mitchell were guests,
Hughes speet Wednesday night
Friday at'erticion. of Miss Lucille._
in the Byars home,
with Mr. and Mrs. Lake Hall of
'Noble Sue Nance spent the week
Simmola ---Ky. Bell.
Charlie Orr finished setting tonear Midway mei was the guest
Dobbins
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Will
with
bacco last week.
Thursday night of Mr.._ and Mra, _ .lit a report-un- thealarur building
_
of •Puryear.
Several acres of tobbaco were
Boron Poyner of Midway.
MagElne Rogers
of Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Marine, was
situation. Prbt. J. B. Kelley. head
Mrs. Susie Dobbins. Mrs. Clover
Mr. and Mrs. Ti,m Morgan and of the agricultural engineering secMaurine
Rogers-daughter
of I a member of the Glee Club '36-'38; set here last week.
Flood, and Sue Nance spent MonA wedding sif much inteerst to
Mr. and Mrs. Barber Carroll were tion of the University of Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Rogers; mem- secretary of the freshman class
day afternoon- with Mrs. Robert
Sunclity afternoon guests of Mr. College of Agriculture and Experibee of Utopian
'34-'3fs, '35-'36; '35; Kentuckian Society '35, '36; this community Saturday was that
Mr. and Mrs. Tollie Clayton and Morris. '
and Mrs. Johnnie Hughes.
Camp Fire Girls '37; Debate Club mixed quartet '37, '38; secretary of Maas Bernell Love Grooms to
children were Saturday evening
ment Station, mentions a survey
Willie Morris visited Mrs. Robert
Cotton Top
guests ef Mr. and Mrs. James Ray.
'37, '38; mixed chorus, '35. '36. '37, of junior class. '37: trio. '38; Camp- Enloe Tarkington. Mrs. Tarkingwhich indicates that 17 million dollliforria, Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Owens were
'38; Home Economics Club '36, '37; fire Girls '37; vice-president of ton is the daughter of Mr. and
lars a year would be required inMiss Marcie Duncan spent Monvice-president junior class . '36-'37; the sent class '38. Plays-"The Mrs. Clifton Groom.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
a normal program of new buildday night with Mr. and Mrs. Will MULE DEMAND GOOD:
•
Hollin Jones shot and killed
news reporter of senior class '37- Red Headed Stepchild" '35; "Poor
Claud Myers.
.
ADVISES BREEDING ings, remodeling and repairing, inDobbins of Puryear.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Elmus Wilson and
38; secretary of Home Er Club '37- Married Man" '36. "Spooky Tay- two large snakes May 1. We are
eluding replacement of fence*, on
Mr. and Mrs. Will Dobbins of
son. Earl .Nix, spent Saturday
'38; won second place in Fieshs, ern" '37, "Romance in a Board- glad that we are rid of two more
Stating that the demand for Kentucky farms.
Puryear were guests Sunday afterof
the
pests.
night with Mr. ,and Mrs. 'Tilt-non
man'English '34.
Plays: "Red- ing House" '37. "Cupid Up TO
Thousands __of, farm houses have
noon with Mr. and Mrs. Payton first-class mules has been greater
Visitors in the home of Mr.' and
Clayton.
headed Stepchild36; "Spooky Date" '38, "One' Delirious Night"
than the supply this spring. with passed their.
Nance and children.
Of real usefulness; '
Mrs. Carlie Holly, 'Sunday; were
and Mrs. Ervin Clayton and
Tavern" '37; "Romance in a Board- '38., "Miss Kirksey '38.
top animals selling for $175 to $250, thousands more need remodeling or
House- '37; ."One' Deli
rridaya Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Auton are
era_ Maxine.,
- Mr..,Dick Jones,- was Plum
satiates TOD*. a-aaL -W. S. Anderson of -the Ken- repairing, while countless miles of
by
'at" '38; "Poor Married Man"
night'with .Mr. and Mrs. Chilmous The ---Prnud,--payerfts'..J1
James Potts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nance, Mrs. Delia Lancaster, Jess
tucky College of Agriculture again fence need ceplacing, points out
boy weighing 7 4punds.
'36. Salutatorian of Senior Class G. M. Potts; Utopian Society '34, Holly, Mr. and Mrs: Boyd Jones
Clayton.
Will Dobbins weht to Murray brings to the attention of farmers Prof. Kelly. Many farm homes are
Mr. and Mrs. Virgle Clayton and
'38.
'35; FFA;-Glee Club '35. '38; sports and daughter. Catherine Marie.
_ the advisability of ,wan/mg to being modernized, especially in
children -anti--Mies Lucile. Clayton Monday on business.• *
Tax Ezell
manager dir yearbook '38. Plays- - Ms. and Mrs. 'Boyd Jones - and
Paul Edward Pillow is workjng raise mules. Not only has there counties where electricity is being
were Saturday night and Sunday
Tar Ezell, son of Mr, and and "Spooky Tavern," -Romance in a daughter are making plarrs • to
been a brisk demand in Kentucky made available through the assisttray for is
Mrs Stengel _Veen
ettesta-of-Mr and Mrs.-aiDentlia at Robert Morris'.
"-and_ "One
A 'birthday dinner was held Su&
ance of the 'Rural Electrifteationatme
make
their
home.
Lamb
at
Blood
all
atRiver.
Society
Utopian
'35-'36: F. F. A. lirious Night,"
They,
an increasing demand for mules Administration and utilities cumMr. and Mrs. Glathan Winsor
tended church at Blisod River Sun- day. May 1, at the home of H.
35. '36. ,'37, '38; basketball team
Gladys Hawks
Wisehart in honor of Mrs. L. Wise- in cotton states, which are de- parties.
'34-'38; softball '37-38. Plays Gladys Hawks, daughter of Mrs. spent Sunday as a guest • in the Hollywood's newest screen lovers, day and the birthday dinner at
pendant on ther states for moat
hart.
"Redheaded Stepchild" '38, "Plain EMMA Hawks; a member of the. home cl Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Hall Edward Everett Horton and Gracie Harrison Wisehart's. It was MTS.'
Raymond Hutson has purchased of their supply.
Jana" '38. "Poor Mart ied Man" Kentaickian Society '35-'38; Camp- and family. Mr. Hall's son, Clay- Allen, make their debut as a ro- Wisehatt's birthday.
Hybrid seed corn was planted by'
The United States crop reporting
Marshall Clayton and children a pair of fine mules.
'38, "Spooky Tavern" '37, "Ro- fire Girls '37; chorus '37-'38: Home ton, returned home foam the
Allen county farmers wta, had
new
Paramount
mantic
team
in
the
Brent
Morris
and
John
H.
West
board
says
that
,the
number
of
spent
Saturday
Right
and
Sunday,
mance in 'a .Boarding' House 'Xi, Economics
Plays- Navy to visit home 'Milts.
Club '38,
been .successful 4-H club experi- '
Mrs. J. D. Wilson visited her comedy, "College swing," now atias gue.;1.' of Mr. and Mrs. Naylor have returned home from a visit horses decreased 282.000 and the ments with it.
"One Delirious Night". '38. Chor- "Cupid Up to Date." '"An Old
with
relatives
in
Clarksville.
number
of'
mules
94,000
in
1937.
u,s
.Fashioned Mother," "Romance In son, Bert Wilson. and family. Sun- the Capitol Theatre. George Burns. i Clayton and Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Mrs. Robert Carlisle has return- Foals produced last year were not
Bob Hope and Martha Kaye are Clayton.
a "Boarding House," "One Deliri- day.
Mary Elizabeth Johnson
ed harne from Detroit, Mich.
enough to replace the worksteck
Paul Dougherty, Oldham counLowell
Key
daughwas
able
to
Mrs.
Virgle
Clayton
and
be
out
ous
Night."
also
cast.
Mary Elizabeth Johnson, daugh-Blue Jay
that died of old age and from ty seeded 40 acree'to alfalfa after
visiting Sunday. He visited his '
_
ters, Betty Gene and Joyce Dean,
S. G. Pool
ter of Mr: and Mrs. T. D. John•
applying phosphate and limest,ine.
other causes.
S. G. Pool, son of Mr. and Mrs. grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Simmons and son, .111hn Jesse, Mrs. and Miss Myrtle Lee Lamb spent
son, was a member of the Utopian
Friday with Miss Lucile Clayton.
Society '34-'35, '35-'36; Camp Fire A. L. Pori; basketball '36-'38; soft- Kuykendall.
Tom Frank Marr. Polly Chriaman,
We were sorry to learn of the
Mn, . and Mrs. Tilmon Claytcn
Girls , '36-'37:
Public
Speaking ball club '36-'37; Utopian Society
aria, sun, Mai Chrisman aryl son,
Club '36-'37, 17-18; . mixed chorus '35, '36; FFA member for four illness of Martha Nell Morris, Max Chrisman, and John Burton. and children. Mr. and Mrs. Naylor
-Aunt Josie" Wilson is going to
'38-37, '37-'38: Home -Economics years; vice-president of FFA '37- daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Odie The afterneon was spent M kodak- Clayton , were Sunday- evening spend
the summer
with
her
Morris. The child is under the
guests rreColdwater. They visited daughter, Mrs. Tom Morgan.
Club '37-'38; school reporter '36-17: '38; editor-in-chief of yearbook
ing and horse-shoe pitching.
Mr. and Mrs Louis Lamb.
seetetery of the senior class '37- '38; president of -senior class '38; treatment of Dr. Scruggs of Paris,
Miss Brenda 'Sue Lawrence of
. Miss Alma Lee samesre and little ....Mrs. Ethel Lawrence spent Wed1938 Nash Ambassador 8—
'.3.8a vice-president of. the Home cadtaiii or basketball team' 38; re- Term. We certainly hope she imHazelHughes.i
spent last week With Aaeniece, MSS A.nn-Nrat0311 .1re_Ylsitatheeday .Q1Ualialg._- -a444 Mrs, Alice
pr.oves.
•.
porter
•
'for'
FFA
Plays
$1230
Economies- Club .'37-18. Von first
jene
granciparentsiBoyd.
,
ing
their
parents
and
Word has been rec 'ved of the.
in second year algebra and second "Poor Married Man" '36, ':Romance
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bill
Lawrence
and
serious, illness of Miss Etta Coch- this week.
atiot:
Nothing tG
O 'EllTuyi:r
Mr. and Mrs. 'Chester Canady children, and Mr. and Mrs. ePte
No
A lObli/T
in first year algebra in the Inter- in a Boarding House," '37. "One
ran.
Mrs. Clilion Hutson and Miss We-re Sunday 'visitors or Mr. and. Lawrence, ,all of Hazel. were dinscholastic contests '35-38. * Plays Delirious Night," '38, "Red Headed
...
Mr. and Mrs. ,O. T. Paschall Genella Hutiam shopped in Hazel Mrs. Willie Boyd.
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. John-4
"The
Red
Headed
Stepchil 1", Stepchild," '36.
were Sunday afternoon guests of Saturday, April .23.
Mr. arid Mrs. Woodard Clayton nie Hughes. Sunday.
"Cupid Up to Date," "The Poor
the latter's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Sammy Lee, spent
Tommie
.Parker
and
little
son,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Me and Mrs. Martin Bailey went
Married Man," "Spoo,ky Tavern,"
Phone 210-J
Charlie Orr.-Golden Luck:
Wrecker S
- ervice
and children. Allen Thomas and "Sunday as gyests of Mr. `and Mrs. to' the Capitol Theatre Saturday
"?hone 373
"Romance In a Boarding House."
Parker's
Bun
Clayton.
Rudy, Fay visited_ Mr.
night
and 'One Delirious Night". ValCotton -Top, I sure do. enjoy
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Newt Parker,
edictorian of Senior Class '37-38. •
it's Saturday as I write this,
. reading your tellers.
Tuesday, near. Murray.
haven't seen the Ledger & Times,
Vernon Wilson
Miss Mae Hutson and Miss FranThe Rev. C. B. Clayton and fam-'
Vernon Wilson-son of Mr and so have sent in two letters Which
- Rudy Hendon and Warren All- ces Parker was Tuesday -afternoon, ily orLexington, visited from Wedmay
printed
and
I
I
haven't
seen
membe.
KenMrs.
britten were in Murray. Monday. visitors of Miss Eva Mee - Willianart—
riesday until Thursday with Mr,
talckian Society' 35-16; chorus in be flooding the office, for I left a on business
of Frog Creek.'
Clayton, and other
a
and
retativti
Ms
:,: ,Muse
e
'35-'36: basketball team '36, '37. '38; long letter cn the desk last SatMiss Alma Lee Selman and Miss
Mrs. Viola Hague and Miss, Luvice-president of freshman class urday..
Simmons were visitors of Mr. Maud Ester Parker and little Miss
Miss Lucile ..Clayton and Miss
The nice shower this morning cille
'35; president of saPhomore class
and Mrs. Cohard Hutson, Mr. and Ann Marshall went fishing -last Myrtle Lee Lamb were Friday
welcomed
by
enjoyed
and
was
,
'36; president of junior class '37;
Mrs. Clifton Hutson, and Miss Ge- Tuesday afternoon.
night' auests'
of Mr. and Mrs.
president of FFA in '38; produc- all. Some _few people are set- nella Hutson, Tuesday afternoon.
ylan
Mr. and Mrs. George Freelandrrige_aaa.
:Mg
tobacco,
lion manager of yearbook '38: secTuesday
a
trip,
afternoon.Blood River.
Miss Lourse-talerence has been
All „the schools over here are near
retary of FFA in '36. Plays: "RedMrs Louisa Mitcbell 'and claugh- to the- hospital with their 'little spending the week with her sisheaded Stepchild.' in '36. "Poor closed now and some teachers are ter, Miss Mary and Miss Pat daughter for the removal cl the
ter, Mts. Ruth Robertson.
Married Man" in'*36. "Spooky renewing their college studies. Weatherspcon were shopping at latter's tonsils.
Mr. and Mrs. Tralie Clayton and
Tavern" in '37, Negro. Minstrel in while others are getting into bar- i Freeland's Store Tuesday, 'afterMr. and Mrs. Eunice Wiffiams children were Sunday guests of
'37. "One Delirious Night" in '38. ness on the farm. and daugriter,. Eron. spent Wed- Mr. and Mrs. Mose Clayton,
Mrs. Lloyd Spiceland spent last 1 noon.
Lyman Dixon'
Mrs. Warlick Hutson and son, neaday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Rose visited SunLyman Dixon-son of Mr. and week at her mother's near New Joe Max, spent Tuesday afternoon' Elmus Mitchell,
day evening with Mrs. .Willie
Mrs B. H. t Dixon; Kentuckian Hope Church. ..,
Misses Susan and Velma Lax Boyd.-Salhe Jurnpup.
Mrs. Kirks of near Pottertown with Mrs. Siaa4Williarns.
Society '35, '36; vice-President of
Those visiting in the home of were Friday afterhoon .guests of
night
with
her
spent
Saturday
freshman class ':35; treasurer of
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Parks and Mr. Miss Pernie Mae Simmons.
senior' class '38: FFA; basketball grandson. R. B. Kirks. in Stewart and Mrs. Kelly Parks, Sunday.
Mrs. Louisa Mitchell was the
Marshall county* tree program
county.
'36, '37. '38; softball team
April 24, were Mr. and Mrs. Thom- guest of Mrs. Mary McClure Thurs- is. conanuing unabated. Sixty-five
attending
-had
the
pleasure
of
'I
'3. 36. . Plays-aRamanee
.
as • McDaniel and family, Mrs. day afternoon.
- thousand Black laolcusts and 4,000
'
am
a Boarding House," "One He- church at P.plar -Spring in Cal- Parks' father Mr. Garner. After.
If you want a paint job that will look good for years
Mrs. Vila Hague, Mrs. Kittie pines were set out recently on 60
Mrs.
loway
last
Sunday.
Mr.
and
at laus Night."
and
children
were
Thurss
i
Simmons
then
be sure to specify ,Hanna's Green Seal . . . the
Mr. and Mrs.
visitors
were
noon
longer
suitable
land
no
acres
of
Murray, Ky.
E. W. Lovins. Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Norville Cole
Mrs.' Ve.1+ for cultivation. Many of these seeddaughters. day afternoon, guests of M
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cently with Mrs. Jessie Simmons
of Frog Creek were Saturday night and baby are doing fine.
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John Everette Williams of Frog Wflhams and sons, J. C.
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Crouse fell dead Sunday
'37; "Silas Smicige From Turnip
Creek shot a tree snake which was ald of New Providence.
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Crouse
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this
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Lizzie,"
Out
"Look
36.
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Talmadge W.
"Antics of Andrew." senior play of 4'
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a
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Btu-keen Ho-- -is • soompleting his "Who's Crazy Now?" 17-'38.
-"An Old"CoriAM Babies,"
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Those •on the sick 'list at this
Say folks, that youngster of Mr. didn't die until the sun had gone Frog Creek visited Mrs. Simmons'
He was a member of Mixed Fashioned Motr." senior play of
high school work en three years.
Mitchell of
Clifton
Vaughn, Mrs. night with
writing are Met. Douglas Vandyke. and Mrs. Floyd Butler's is a boy down,
brother, Vernon
having had two summer semesters' chorus and male quartet in '35-'36. '38.
Miss • Patricia Gigson of Nev Vaughn and her children, of Blood Macedonia.
who is suffering with pleurisy; Ru- and has been named Bobby Joe.
farm.
to
plans
Vui4
School.
Training
work at Murray
Adon's plans are to miter college dolph Key. who is- suffering with
"Aunt Cindy". have you decided Providence returned to her home River.
Miss Velda Mae Hutson and
assanska Roberts Aim
Talmadge is president of the •
within the next year.
chills and fever. Little Martha to quit the Ledger & Times? - I last Saturday after speeding a
Frances Parker of Blood
MurMiss
of
Wachtel
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Mrs.
senior, class of 1938 and- was presiJuanita is the youngest daughW. H. Farris
evening
Tuesday
Nell Morris is also on the sick haven't seen very much news from few days with her relatives .near ray spent Sunday night with Mr. Rtver
were
deal of the sophomore class in ter or Mr.' and Mrs. N. C. Roberts.
W. H.. is the youngest son of list.
Frog Creek lately.-Sweet Pea
and Mrs. Noah Mayflard and sun, guests of Miss Eva.' Willianis of
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a
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byrd had Linda" of Macedonia.
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good-bye
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following:
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, left be.
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again.
Regardless of the cost of your home, good architecturhind.
Mrs. Rhoda Williams and Mrs.
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the cold and narrow grave:
fur Mrs. Jim Simmons.
face? Are they conveniently arranged? Can addiRobert Edwards and Rey bought With the breezes softly blowing
tions be made, if necessary? These things determine
and the flowers gently wave.
some nice porkers .from Everett
the long-time protection and value of your home.
To the living. ones where ere they
Housden last week.
be, Truman Oliver and Lynn Parker
will soon be ready for the foot race As You are now so once was he.
at the fair. They have to practice As he is now you soon will be'42.•
.
often in chasing .their calves waen So be prepared for` Eternity.'
What type of neighbors live in the community? And
-Written by a sister, Mrs.
They get out of their pasture
Delia Baker. •
in what type of homes? Does the neighborhood have
Mcs Colic Simmons vism-cl rezoning laws or protection against undesirable building..? These questions determine the safety of your

Who's Who In The Senior Class At
Faxon High School

I 4.%.uh the Boss,'•14-35. Mom

1

Freeland News,

Puryear Route 3

Pottertown Scribbles

-

SIOTS ON NORTH TWELFTH
STREET

Midway News

la

Priced $15r

TELEPHONE 267-R

a

Cole's Camp Ground

CTION POINTS

TIME P

etteYee you 6u9

-

In- Memory

4
:
YOUR --laDDIL1
0.-

SOUND CONSTRUCTION

-.0.GOOD DESIGN

t.

Hundreds of Gift
Items to Select
from at

Itr7V46/
GIFTS

tile Gil UATE

•
Both Boy

DESIRABLE NEIGHBORHOOD

Bailey's

and Girl

can be -pleased with a gift from our large selectipn.
COME-IN TODAY!

investment,

The Finest Food
The Utmost in Service
The Comfort of Home

ADEQUATE TRANSPORTATION

p.

Is the home convenient to the section of the city
uhere members of the femily are employed?. Are
there nearby shopping centers?
•

ACCESS TO PLAYGROUNDS
AND SCHOOLS

New LIBERAL FHA TERMS

h '
on Mot er s
Day

are 'yours at Louisville's newest
. and most rnisiern Hotel, located in
the.heart of the business district. "

Sunday,'May 8
Wily not an appropriate, lastingA!,_,Ws have a number
of -wonderful gifts that will please .(1t.u- mother
very much

t-r!

• POTTERY
• -ILVERWAIRE
•( LOCKS
• ItIN;(;;;;.
o

BRACE1...1'n

•PICTURE FRAMES
• GLASSWARE
• DIAMONDS
•BROOFHES

H. S. BAILEY
.
.

-

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
where the True Courtesy of the,
Southland guarantees a cordial reception,, and a pleasant sojourn.

*
FlIA

A home situated not too far from schools, parks, and
pl”grounds means healthful recreation for the children and peace of mind for the mother.

ADEQUATE UTILITIES

III$1:17
FINANCING
.
.

Does the property have adequate sewerage, water,
electric, and telephone services? Proper fire and
a,'
•

police protection should

also be considered.

All These Protection Points Are Examined When Your Purchase Under

The Federal Housing Administration Insured Mortgage
System

BANK of MURRAY

•
'Writ* •
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager
Fdr Reservation

THE JEWELER
•••••.•••••••••••••••-•••

•••••••

•

Big Enough to Take Care of You;
Small Enough to Be Aware of You

ill01

•
•
0-••••-•••

•

S-111

in Olive.

00 to

••••

••••Y•
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lain hands upon him, but the fa- space, as if he saw into vast disAmerican farm equipment larger to wear a rose in her honor that the angels. A committee will furnther arose and stretched out his tance and endless time. He was
In March. Secretary of Commerce day.
ish you a flower if you do not have
hand. "Am I the sire of jackals youth,,ageless and immortal, knowRoper urges adoption of annual
At the evening hour the pastor one.
By
Ii that I cannot have peace in my ing all
that man has ever known
wage for industry . . Decision of will, preach from the text: "Death
JULIAN III
!own homer And he turned unto or will ever know. He spoke softly,
chain stores to restrict, purchases and life are in the power of the
his fourth son and said unto him: like the whispering Of winds, like
of _Japanese toys will mean $5,000,- tongue", Prov. 18:21. We use these Health Unit Will
Hold T. B. Clinic
000 more- business 'for American tongues of ours so unwisely at
"You alone of these, my four sons, the music from the memory of
toy manufacturers, declares Her- tines, not realizing the tremen•
Once there was a man who had have acquired knowledge. For in Eden.
The Calloway County Health DeNEW YORK, May 5-BUSINESS rah designed for aviators' who are man G. Fisher, president isf the
dous power -Unloosed.
seven sons. He took them to the much knowledge, there is much
"I went into far countries, into
announced
partment
today
it
-Although the recession has cut forced- to•-ntaille-osit7---eves -water Toy- Mantrfai.tafs a of-the USA,
top of a high mountain and showed, sorrow. But you have not found all the kingdoms of the earth. I
The Church-school orchestra be- would hold an x-ray clinic for
w
sales volume and manufacturing . . . A -fuse Which is thrown out
'
happifind
would
wisdom.
If
one
in
all
them
directions. He said:
found laughter and happiness, and
gins its program at 9:30 and you tuberculosis suspects on Monday
• • • •.
output in many businesses, there of the box by a spring immediate"GS to the ends of the earth. Learn ness, let him first seek it in him- virtue and truth and bei5ty. And
Will enjoy the music of this and Tuesday,..,May 23-24.
are still a feiw. bright spots in the ly after it has "blown" . o. 'A
FOOD PRICES The Department
self:
And
he
Remain
in
peace."
wisdom. Be great. Return to me
I found IciVe. I crossed the seas general irscb;strial, picture. In floatnig
The x-ray diagnosis will be -only
perforated rubber 'tiath,- of Agriculture • estimates - that it bunch of youngsters. You will
'small
sealed
book
in
gave
hint
a
after seven years and receive - the
into strange lands, and I peneLouisiana tub which makes it - possible to costs about $1 per week less to find 5 suitable class and a good for persons who are recommended
which was written the names of trated the walls of heaven. I said Texas, Oklahoma and
reward you have merited." teacher
for
your
own
individual
by their family doctor, according
e oil industry is reported ope- take a tub bath in an ocean, river feed the average American family
And at the end of seven years those who were wise and the ten to rpyself: 'One cannot be great rating full time preparing for the
.
. A bridge table. with of five today than, it did 10 months needs. This class and teacher will to the health department.
.4
,
,,,be„Alad
he first son returned to his fa-, rules of living.
ll4eARk he:hes kistessis•:%
AiSEPAI;113stent:.
tettierall*". Intioe
Or and said, -I have -gathered: - By-and-by the fifth and the shttli 'of eteridt-Y,'.'SO. In the evening in son.
The children- and young people
Aircraft 'manufacturers in ere/ pushes - a button and a light • declihed about 10 per cent since
ogether the treasures or the world. brothers appeared, one of'them in the black and 'dark night,' I lay Los Angeles are swamped - with flash's his...bid.- on the table toe
last September and there is every meet in three age groups and
Much wealth have I wrested from chains and in prison' garb, the fillone under desert stars. The orders, chiefly from .foreign gov- . . . A machine for removing rail- reason to believe that they
will your children will find here a
those who were weak. Much physi- other his captor. And the captor mouil‘ains of my soul were purple ernments engaged in heavy re- road tid§ which enables one man remain low for 'The balance. of good- opportunity for Christiaqr,
cal `pleasures I have found. Reward bore a long thin whip in his hand with shadow: One night in a dream am/orient programs. Factories in to do the job' in six glinutes . . Mg,
atirture.
me, therefore, according to whin with which he castigated his pHs- mx father -said
prieet on - men'e rats „snits
aid to met 'I shallleave Illinois are turning out more ag---roe-stsbos
-.
oner with each word that he spoke. all my silver to your- brothers-so ricultural machinery than at tillTS wittr7-redubtions ranging from $2'
I have done."
of Murray should encourage the
METHODIST
CHURCH
NOTES
And
he
did
not
spare
his
brother.
they will not hate you.' So I did time last year. In Dayton, Ohio, to' $4 . . . Increased demand for
new corners to our city to attend
And the father answered him:
of
Our splendid churches.
"Await your brothers." Then he But -the father arose from his not aciumulate wealth. In all the the cash register business seems low-price kitchenware . . . Bigger
Sunday,
May
8,
1938
While demand for women's shoes to retail
J. Mack Jenkins. pastor
gave him one of his maid-servants Masting and questioned him, say- world; I found no thing to difficult to be ,better than ever.
THE
MUTUAL
LIFE OF
This is Mother's Day, not only
Increase in employfor a mistress, and feasted with ing, "What is the Meaning of this?" to accomplish. I saw Aphrodite and along the nation's seaboard in at $8.75
P. S. Every worshipper is exNEW
YORK
in
America
b
u
t
round
t
h
e
him many days, bestowing upon But the youth in the chains stood June on the mountain tops, and New York, -New Orleans and the ment in the aviation industry . . . world. The beginning of this cus- pected to wear a flower in honor
The largest pineapple crop.' on
Office West Side Square
of mother. A red rose if mother
him the finest of Eastern pearls. there and smiled and would not I saw Cleopatra and Helen. I am Pacific Coast cities, exporters are
record, although size of the fruit tom dates from the year 1908, still lives to bless- your life.
Phone 202
And on the thirtieth day, the speak. Then the man with the lash morning and night, and I am handling more outgoing merchanA
dise than last year. Our exports this year will be smaller than when Miss Anna Jarvis, of Phila- white rose if mother has joined
second and the third sons came, answered. "He has committed many moonlight. I am the essence of
delphia, first observed Mother's
usual
for
the
first
quarter
of
,1938
totalhaughty anu proud. In a far coun- crimes," he said. "He dues not energy itself. I am Youth, I am
Day in honor of her own mother.
ed $816,833,000, a gain of $115,try, they had fought behind the honor tbe Cross of God. He has Understanding, I am Beauty, I_
She felt that others shared her
857,000.
many
men.
He
has
broken
slain
am
Truth.
banner of a great kin and had
•• • • •
HEADLINES-U. S. and AustiM- sentiments so she began a nation
won honor and glory. The one all the commandments." .
"Go your ways, my brothers, inWASHINGTON-The action of Ian government experts begin talk wide appeal for such an observGlasses Fitted
And again the brothers counseled into Babel. But when the smashing
because of his prowes on the
the House rules committee in on possible trade agreement . . . ance and it met with such unifield, had become cant in of the among themselves, _ saying, "We echoes of a million , centuries dead- shelving the Norton Wages 'and World consumption of sugar reach-5 versal acceptance that Congress
Work done at reasonable
King's guards; the other, because cannot have a murderer for a en your brief illusion, I shall re- Hours bill makes it doubtful that ed new high. in 1937 of 30,549,060 set apart the secimd Sunday in
prices. Estimates given on
of his seamanship, had become ad- shrother." But the father- answered ceive' you unto myself!"
- the measure will .,be enacted at ling tons, or 12.4 pounds for each May as • Mothers* Hey. Now it 1$
them calmly, "Are you more just
miral a the King's navy.
international
custom. The
work mailed to us.
this session of Congress. It is now man, woman and child . . Pay- an
LENSES cr
.
,
But the „Ifaiher spoke-up them as than Justice? Have you forgotten
necessary "to have a petition 'sign- roll for steel industry advances Metifollist Church, in common
All work guaranteed
many- of the progressives-de- FRAMES
Oar
ed shy 218'members-of the House 13 per- ecent riff -March-he had the first, and said: 'Await the -writing- on the sand?" - And.
calling for a discharge of the rules Wood • Industries announces'' em- nominations, shares in this Mothyour brothers," and, each he gave- he spoke to Ahem eloquently: "Who
Duplicated
committee in order to bring the' Pluyos profit-sharing plan where- er's Day observance, and the messa silver sword upon whose hilt that...knows all that goes into the
age of the morning hour by the
making
of
a
sin
shall
:dare
to
was engraved in, gold the figure pf
Merry month of Magi five Sun- bill to a discussion on the floor of by workers will receive 20 per
Murray
Kentucky
pastor will be in honor of our
an eagle. And the eagle pew with- condemn a sinner?"
,c1dys all told. Last winter I went the House. Henry Ford's visit to cent of -all- Ili-vide/xis paid by
And with the words, the chains through the flint mill; let down the White HotTse and the an- company .
. Foreign sales of mothers. 'living and dead. Be sure
out , wings, far its wings had been
shorn, but it wore a crown on fell away from the captive, and through a window in a basket. nouncement by Governor Philip F.
_
LaFollette of Wisconsin of the
,its head with a number and -a he stood free and strong with Acts 9:25.
formation of a .3rd party proyided
name. And the number was 1268, lightning in his eyes.
Mr. and Mrs. -Tom" Morgan
"If there be a man among .111 and "Ole Eagle" attended church plenty' of dinner table conversabut the mime constantly changed
tion in the nation's capitol last
my brothers who has nut broken
' - and continually was a paradox.
Friday night at, week.
The fourth brother arrived 'in one of the commandments, let
Murray Church
Abe-night. Footsore and -weary, he him step forward,"'he cried.
-a Cht
--•-a- and
UNEMPLOYMENT-The special
And behold, the seventh son
had _traveled through the nielanheard Fred
-choly . years. In all the world he stood in the doorway!
Chunn on 'Does committee on unemployment . and
Then happy in the joy of rehad found only suffering and sorthe Scripture relief of the United States Senate
row. There was no happiness, unions the father said: "Tell us:
teach irstru- Estimates the number of unemSmashing saga set
there was only greed, and selfish- my son, of your travels, so that
mental. music ployed persons in the country at
to the savage beat
ness, and vanity, and despair. And we may know who has best spent
In the church the piesent time 'at 12.870.000. This
of bandit bullets,
he cried out in agony, "Oh, Father. his sabbath,'' worship -since figure approximates the number of,
Now there was among the broththundering thrills!
let me stay at home with you
the day of Pen- unemployed during the dark days
believes
of
1932.
The
committee
tecost?" Fred's
forever. There is only evil in the ers a certain cynic who had hated
that approximately 2,000,000 people
world, there is only decay and his seventh brother since he was 'negative' was complete.
'• - have lost their jobs since last Noa.
child.
So
he
said
to
his
other
. disillusionment. Here alone can I
Edward Freeman's history write- vember. It is also estimated that
brothers: "Let us listen to his up of Old Wadesboro in the Ledfind happiness."
approximately 14 per cent of the
But his brothers'rose up aginst many words and applaud him ger Ile- Times 'was fine. I was at people in America are now bee' him, and said one to another, "Its vigorously, for surely eloquence is that town at the age of 14 -to at- ficiaries of public aid either fisoo
lend- a Granger-Farmer picnic: 1 - the Federal, state or local governthis a' brother of, ours? Nay! Celt the father of vanity."
him out," And they would.have„.... But the boy sat looking off into went in a two-horselmules)wagon ments.
*ith
from Coldwafer with Mr. Steward
• • • •
kialiatie Reynolds • Carlyle Moore
Wallace and family. *My grandDO YOU KNOW THAT--:A new
mother was Lucy Wade. I aim to transparent can made of plastic
(
.. •
(1
" V"writeup" Coldwater. where I was material with a tin top and bottom
reared, as soon as I can make a has_been placed_
• Cl"
on the market, _It
last minute diagnoSis. ,So "Bu-d", is reported Germany has ordered
„leave it to me, (Editor's None: 133.000.000 of these cans to conWe'll be locking for that story, serve, the tin supply'of that coun"---- try . . . The persons_ who have
Eagle!)
Merritt Youngblood will preach one automobile . accident usually
•?at Coldwater Church of -Christ have a second and often a third.
Sunday at 2:45 p. m. A large A survey stows that while .,"acciFrom the heart of Dixie
crowd was there last Sunday for dent repeaters" constitute less than'
comes
this tender
Bible study and communion ser- 4 per cent of the population this
vice.
romance ... of two
group is responsible for 40 per cent
of of the country's auto accidents ...
Admiral
Bodine. Henslee
youngsters who fell
• "Newberg on the Tennessee_ River" You can read a newspaper from
sent me an illustrated ad of steam the light of the 2 billion candlein love for the
boat excursions, pleasure trips. I power beacon atop the Palmolive
second time!
can't go. wish I could. Hain't. got Building. Chicago, at a distance of
'TT
27 miles away . . Federal Housthe money n my jeans.
The ..hfghway bunch is so busy ing Administrator Stewart McDonmaking the 41 ft. wide road on ald says the FHA program will
Murray-C_Okisviter road that they lead to -$1,000.000,1900 of private
sot
MARTHA
have no time to grin 'much less construction ()came the year ends
. . . The Bureau of Mines has
laugh.
The farmers are setting out to- advocated the purchase of a stocR1:1bacco, plants in order for cut pile of manganese for national deworms to cut down. I set cut 100. fense 'purposes`, . A new process
tomirtil - and cabbage plants and the has been' invented by the coal
ittle 'black . thieves got 91, of mining industry which increases
efficiency 10 per cent .. • .•
them. I- am side-tracked!!
• •.•
Is it right for a Christian to forTHINGS TO WATCH FOR-A
gve- an enemy for slander and in14)
\
sults? Hardly. Paul prayed to be combination parachute and fife
COPPIRIIELD'*
1.11.0,0{.ND
DAVID
*
SAW,
delivered from such. Unless a guy
ONO
asks fel' pardon, "let him go Bill."
Mrs. ,,,Nannie Pullen and Mrs.
INTISSUR1,
4
•
COLORS BY NATUREIda Cochran, two of the best
the
vicliving,
who
were
women
•
tims of the past deadly winter.
AINT the fresh bloom a youth into your
were able to attend church at
home. Perk up old-fashioned rooms witty
young ideas. Strike daringly-With hold tones • Coldwater last • Lorda. day. Fine!
a
••
for ceilings, lively shades for painted floors,
'Children are . enjoying a big
contrasting hues on opposite walls. Select nature's own colors in durable
Father".
The
op
"Bringing
time
(If
PITTSBUFGH PAINTS. You can completely redecorate any room,
pible .says m??) "Parents obey
furniture included, ins single day. It's easy, it's tun and the cord„as lit t
your children. Horse Was old, and
his bask was sharp. I traded him
•
FLOSOlaiL Gives a sturdy,
off for an old Jews' harp...t
IIVALLNUNI•Wal4sandeeUMaa
•
Sicuff-proof lus. --"Eagle" -take on new life
4
ter to painted
with this wonfloors. Dries in
derful finish of
almost nEtime.
A MONOGRAM PICTURE with
long lasting
Easy to apply.
beauty.
•
Supervised by E. B. DERR
warsr
o
We take this means of thanking
Oirestes1 by LAMBERT HILLY
GRANT RICHARV.: Kocruiact
our friends. -and- neighbor,s for
by CRETCLINT PICTURD 'CORP.
esoql., act of kintineaS.:sjime
CLARA BLANDICK
Associate Producer FRANK MELFORD
our
ing 'the illnesi-sfir death
BERNADENE HAYES Story& Screenplay by JOHN T. NEVILLE
loving roothees•sAfrs. W. 0.„ HarWATERSPAR ENAMEL
Revs.
HenFApeCially-thegrove.
HEAR THE WORLD-FAMOUS
The one-coat enamel for woodwork and furniture.
son. 'Winchester and Wilson-for
Flows smoothly. Leaves no brUshmarks. Dries in four
.to
the
does
words
of
comfort,
'[their
hours. This durable finish can be easily cleaned.
There"li ever-eight b:auty for
tors for medical aid arid to all
•
s
•
floors, woodwork, and furniture
who contributed -the lovely floral
in each can of LOWE BROTHdesigns. May God'X richest 'blessERS_ N_EPTIJNITE, VARNISH
ings be With you all.-The family.
STAIN. Simply choose from the
many natural wood shades the
StIzsick barnuovnal prrinti
you prefer, and see how cuts
one
encourage' purebred (lair,
and scratches vanish as if by
MAAR TWAIN'S 1111111.0*13),CLA8SIC
production in Xagoffin county; the
magic...the beauty of the wood
National Bank is
grain reappears as this combine- ,
'
tion stain,and varnish is applied.
Murray, Ky.-Phone 72 Mg money to. 4-W club- meriabers
Just North. of the Water. Tower
„r to buy bulls. No interest is required
os the money for one year. It is
Holland-Hart Drug Co.
to be repaid from profits from the
•
project.
East Side Squat'''.

Murray Square

er spent - the)
ives in HazeL
agUng „„a few
d Mrs. Noah
:nob.
sent _Saturday
Mitchell of

nigh space#
so I must
h a friendly
.-Iltillfrog.

•-• for

•

— _
fine.
Cedar Knob
light as guest
Bullfrog Sut-

Hutson and
:er of Blood
evening
AIDY
Williams of

•

Behind the Scenes in
rnerican usiness

4,

I

ROBERT D.
ROWLAND
Miiiria-Minager

Expert Watch and
Jewelry Repairing

•

-,

Stella Gossip

H. B.BAILEY

APIT0Lr

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

TODAY and FRIDAY -

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

SATURDAY

The BIG APPLE of musical shows

(7'

Her i's that shaggin',
swingire
g aggin', singin',
all-star musical with the
new hit tunes!

naer hard
ours, roof,
time and
urkrnanship

BUCK JONES

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

EAS

A Sweetheatt of a LOVE STORY!

architecturo the rooms
Can addl.
s determine
or home.

HOOD.

unity? And
irhood have
•able buildety of your

EITAof the city
Are

3,yed?.

UNDS

, parks, and

or the ('hit-

see, water,

if'

fife

ted.

inder

rate

and

FOR OLD
ROOMS!

SUNDAY and MONDAY

The Best 01
David 0.Se!:znick's
10 Best Pictures

p

Card of Thanks

MY
If
ULDRENTIJC

NOME

EVELYN VENABLE

E'

HALL JOHNSON CHOIR

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY

y Lumber Co.Salyersville
.lend
Calloway County
PITTSBURGH•..PAINTS
smooth 64,.1
flOk1410i.

`NATIAS!,;•'!'

"LAW OF THE UNDERWQRLD"

THE

,

1

eas

A tile -drainage -evident * being
constructed its Carter county that
acrCi-aibottom land
into use.

.4

sees,

ADVENTURES
OF
'
RIM SAWYER

Chester Morris

•

Anne Shirley
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r
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other relativea.
anennajieeEllis.returned Minnie
to Thompktraseille after a visit-here
with awe son and lus family. JohnThe Rev. and Mrs C C Bell.
ny remained for a few weeks' visit
Those visiting in the home of
Mr .and Mrs. E. Wright and
•
with his little cousins. Ella Hayes Mr. and Mrs. Elms Paschall Sine
daughter of Bruceton._ Tenn,, ine
and -Haien Lee Bey&
day were Mr.. and Mrs. One
a tended church services here SunKey. Mr and Mrs. One Kuyken:ta
vsf
Camp.
Porter
Billy
Mrs.
day manning and were after dindall and „ family. Mr. and Mrs.
ner guesin . of Mrs. Wright's par- several weeks ago was called to
Eurie Ruykendall. Mr. and Mrs.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Orr. Indiana 'to the bedside of her
Zlener On of Puryear. -Me and
Others tut of this -vicinity present mother. Mrs. Genie Gooch Farmer.
Mrs. Oat Miller- of Lynn Gruen
at the services Were Mr. and Mrs. returned inme rectnly. Her mothMr.' and Mrs. Hancy Kuyknedall.
er is much improved.
Lee Clark .44 Lyan Grove.
Will Cooper and son. Ray.. and and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy KuykenSixteen were .present at the
nephew. Maw Cooper. Mrs. Hein dell.
Missionary society which met MonMr. and Mrs. Clay Cook and
mar! Cooper and son., Hugh. were
afternoon with Mrs.' Ivan
day
-called Saturday to be at the bed- Miss Duna Paschall visited in the
Guthrie. A. des ply spiritual meetside of Herman Cooper •whia re- home of -Mr. and Mrs. Boss Daring snos -reported.
ct•ntly went to a Nashville hos-. nell. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Justus tails and Pital for treatment. His condititn
Mts. Lena Nance -and daughter.
sena J. -.L. and Jaihnny
was reported Sunday evening al Mildred. for Ow past Week visit
Mary Faith. arrived Friday for a serious. May w.• hope for Me. in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Way.
few days' vied efith their sister Cinper a erepdy recovery.
man Yuctng of Uniun City, Tenn.
and their families. Mrs.. Bub Doran. - C. H. Paschall and family visitThole nn the sick list in
-.Una Itueenel flaj. M.... I.N.-14114:a 'ii Mrs. Parfait-1y parents. mar. and
are Mrs. Rebet•ca Pascommunity
,
and
relatives
other
and
Boyd
Mrs 1). Pachall ar Tennessee. last, chall, D. Key and little daughter.
friends.
week.
Durtthy Love. We wish for them
• Mr. Beulah - Lovit•r returned to
Berry Taylor visited at the
speedy and satisfactory recDetroit the first .c4 this week after home of his
brother-in-law, Arovery.
a 10-day visit with her parents. thur Flippo. last Friday.
Enlo Tarkington and Miss Ber- :•.e and
ai• and. Mrs. Lu••
Hilda May S'cararough spent a
united in
•
few days at the home of her uncle. ne Love Grooms were
'The Rev.
and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Bun Wan marriage on Aped 30.
Nathaniel
&lap, and helped care for her lit- Hobert Miller officiated.
Xuykendall
tle c- usins. Sue and Its Grey. who Orr and Miss Oyna
Mr. and
were the attendants.
ire on the sick list.
make their
Mr. and Mrs. C.nd .Phillips an Mrs.anfarkington will
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UPPER-CYLINDER PARTS
for Better Performance More Mileage
DX Motor Fuel contains an exclusive high heat-resisting lubricant,

The pioneer heat-resisting.
100% paraffin base lubricant
...provides safe lubrication
even at 760 degrees

which is drawn into the combustion chamber of the engine with
the gasoline vapor, providing instant and needed lubrication. These
upper-cylinder parts require lubrication to resistfriction as do other
moving parts, but crankcase oil does not adequately protect them
during the starting and"warm up" period. Thus,ax reduces motor
wear and tear ... your engine runs faster, cooler..,and mileage is
substantially increased. Try DX or D-X Ethyl on a money-back
.
'
MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION
guarantee.

41ND-X AND OTHER DIAMOND PRODUCTS ARE
DISTRIBUTED IN THIS TERRITORY BY:

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.

,:nanensn',""tnointki'ae.
I'';'

owu an Get "D-X"

AT ANY OF THESE SUPER-SERVICE
STATIONS LISTED BELOW!

•

ALLBRITTEN & SIMMONS,

HAZEL SERVI4 STATION, Hazel,
"HENSLEE MERCANTILE CO.; Newburg.

E. F. BILBREY & SON, Golden Pond.

'ir:c. LAWRENCE,. Lynn Grove.'

J. W. CHAMBERS, Energy.

BILL MARilti, 1-ktael Highway.
C. G.

MILLER

ORVILLE EDWARDS, Penny.

, Murray.
!
C;RitICERY

ALBERT FARRIS & SON, Browns Grove..

High*ay 94.
E....0 6i/ERBY, North Highway 95.

, 1VCVMCIRRIS, East

a..

i EY PARKS,*est Highway-44r
DEi
.
.
. PERRY, State ,Line Riad,
J.
CARLIN RII EN, Xirh‘ey.

New Provitlence, Ky.

BENEDICT & SHELTON Cherry.

PETE GARDNER, Hardin.
S 111. GARNER. New'Concord Highway_
.

TOY GARRISON, New Concord,Highway.
GUERIN &

FARRIS, Cherry.

FILL UP AT YOUR FAVORITE STATION TODAY!
RUDD BROTHERS, Lynn Grove.
C. T. RUSHING, Murray.
.SUPER SERVICE STATION, Murray.
G. M. THURMAN, Brandon& Mill.
0. C. Walston, Murray.
NOEL WARREN, New Concord Highway.
WEST END SERVICE STATION, West Highway 94.
-WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION, Murray.
NNIE WItSON-, PottenSwii:
BURTON YOUNG, New Concord.
YOUNGBLOOD, Coldwater.
E. E.
_

44

